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Dear Mountain Forum Colleagues: 
As the Mountain Forum enters the close of its third year of operation, we are 
pleased to be able to issue another Mountain Forum Bulletin to all registered 
members. This issue contains excerpts from postings to the numerous Mountain 
Forum email discussion lists over the past six months. The feature article and 
numerous others were from the focused e-conference on Community Based 
Mountain Tourism. The Asia/Pacific section features a series of postings on the 
common theme of snow leopard predation and livestock compensation.  
It is a near impossible feat to provide the full breadth of information being shared 
on-line. We hope that the summaries and excerpts provided here retain the core 
ideas of the authors’ original messages. The email address and/or fax number for 
each contributor is provided should you wish to contact them directly. 
Please know that we are actively in search of substantive material on any issue 
relevant to sustainable mountain development. We are prepared to scan in 
documents, photos, or any material for sharing with other members via the 
discussion lists and possibly in this Bulletin. Any of the Mountain Forum contacts in 
the box to the left are ready to receive your input, stories, case studies, queries, 
abstracts, bibliographies, photos, etc. 
We are particularly excited by the prospects approaching for 1999, as we prepare 
the Community Based Mountain Tourism E-Conference Report for printing and 
dissemination to all members in the beginning of the year. This report will be 
delivered at the Commission on Sustainable Development in April of 1999. There 
are plans to host another focused thematic e-conference in 1999. The topic for this 
is not yet chosen but we expect it to be on a mountain related issue concerning 
one of the CSD thematic sectoral for 2000 which are "land resources", "financial 
resources/trade and investment/economic growth", and "sustainable agriculture". 
We welcome suggestions for preferred topics, possible contributions/case studies 
and volunteers for guest moderation. 
Due to an ever increasing number of registered members, we will not be issuing a 
full membership directory with every issue of a Mountain Forum Bulletin. An 
addendum, listing only new members, as well as changed or updated information, 
will be disseminated with each issue. Thus, included with this Bulletin is a 
Membership Directory Addendum of new members and updated/changed 
information received since March 1998. 
As always we would like to thank the hundreds of you that have contributed to the 
Mountain Forum in many ways by generously sharing your experiences, information, 
case studies, commentary, queries, and volunteering your time to support other 
mountain colleagues around the world. It is with great appreciation that we also 
acknowledge the Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation for making this 
global mountain network possible. 
Sincerely, 
Mountain Forum Staff 
Feature Article 
Community-Based Mountain Tourism: Practices for Linking Conservation with 
Enterprise  
This Mountain Forum e-mail conference was held from 13 April – 18 May 1998. The 
conference planning team included Pam Godde, Wendy Brewer Lama, and 
Elizabeth Byers. We were fortunate to have an excellent team of guest 
moderators for the conference, including Pam Godde, Pitamber Sharma, Chandra 
Gurung, and Marcus Endicott. This summary of the e-mail conference was posted 
by Pam Godde to the Mtn-Forum discussion list on 18 May 1998. 
This conference has brought together a wonderful variety of mountain voices in 
over 130 substantive contributions from around the world. We are fortunate to 
have had the opportunity to share in the many perspectives on community-based 
mountain tourism (CBMT). The issues discussed and insights brought forth in this 
conference have made it a unique tool in helping us understand the many issues 
and possibilities of community-based mountain tourism.  
Many enlightening case studies and promising strategies, as well as some difficult 
issues regarding CBMT, emerged from the conference discussions. I would like to 
briefly highlight these within the framework of the weekly themes.  
(i) Week One: "The Good, the Bad, the Balance: Managing Community-Based 
Mountain Tourism through Effective Marketing" (Guest Moderator: Marcus 
Endicott) 
The first week began with discussion on effective marketing for managing 
community-based mountain tourism. While discussion on marketing strategies were 
primarily concentrated into the first week of the conference, issues relating to 
marketing were brought up throughout the conference.  
The first of these issues concerns scale, or carrying capacity. According to 
discussants, scale needs to be small for mountain tourism to work in a sustainable 
manner, sustainable in terms of both the fragile mountain ecology and the well-
being of local cultures. How small is small? Specific numbers were only provided by 
Tom Fletcher, who suggests that, for his operation, fifteen tourists per tour is the 
maximum, ten is the average, and six to eight is optimal.  
Where the problem consists of how to balance small tourism numbers with the 
generation of sufficient revenue, one answer lies in increased visitor nights. 
Although the solution initially arose from Kamal Banksota in regards to the 
Himalayan region, this solution is pertinent to many mountain regions. Increased 
visitor nights in a single community allow the tourist time to understand, 
appreciate and learn from the local culture. When local customs are shared in a 
manner that brings pride to a local community and a learning experience to the 
tourist, the quality of the operation is enhanced. At this point, sustainability 
becomes more likely.  
Educational and project participatory activities also have potential to increase 
revenue and tour quality while keeping numbers small. Such activities increase the 
value of the tourism experience and preserve the well being of all parties involved. 
Due to the uniqueness of mountain cultures and to the fragility of mountain 
ecosystems, an educational focus is essential.  
Other concerns raised in the marketing of community-based mountain tourism lie in 
the design stages of a project. Infrastructure and waste management were 
mentioned as particular concerns in mountain areas. Solutions can be found in 
integrated management programs in which the local community, participating 
NGOs, and government officials work together in cohesive ways. While this three-
way partnership was cited in a number of case-studies, a fourth component might 
be added: the tourist. The tourist has potential to be an active player in resource 
development and conservation as much as being a passive recipient. With regard to 
waste management, education and training among all parties were regarded as 
critical factors for the sustainability of community-based mountain tourism. 
Finally, and in terms of marketing, discussions throughout the five weeks 
highlighted the private sector as perhaps being most effective in helping the 
marketing management of the local business community. This is in part due to the 
degree of isolation mountain communities have from the larger, global knowledge 
bases of marketing management. 
Implied throughout the discussions was the importance of establishing a solid 
groundwork before setting out to develop any community-based mountain tourism 
project. This pre-planning may come in the form of marketing surveys for resource 
supply and demand, operational survey tours, social capital formation and/or a 
process-oriented methodology.  
(ii) Week Two: Working Together: Structural Organizations of Community-Based 
Mountain Tourism. (Guest Moderator: Pitamber Sharma) 
A major concern arising from the second week's discussion on organizational 
structures of community-based mountain tourism was community ownership. 
According to the discussants, the process and product of community-based 
mountain tourism should belong to the local business community. Many times a 
project will fail because outside influences have focused too heavily on the end-
product, without giving sufficient attention to the process and to enabling local 
control over the process.  
The social dimension of communities in CBMT is fundamental. At the same time, 
however, external support plays an important role in making tourism supply 
possible. Providing training, mobilizing resources, aiding in marketing strategies 
and enabling outside exposure are all examples of the roles NGOs, private sector 
management and governmental organizations can play in realizing a tourism 
product. Necessary, however, is planning for community-based tourism 
management when outside support withdraws.  
Out of these discussions grew the general, but relevant question: what is a 
community? Indeed, this question sparked the interest of several discussants, who 
replied with a variety of well-thought-out viewpoints. The relationship a 
community has with landscape was a topic of much discussion, as well as in- and 
out- migration to a place.  
(iii) Week Three: Local Knowledge: Linking Tradition with Enterprise (Guest 
Moderator: Pam Godde) 
The third week's discussion brought out a number of important issues related to 
local knowledge, tradition, conservation and enterprise- building in CBMT. One key 
issue that stems from earlier conversations is differences in the way people think 
and talk about the environment. These differences lie predominantly in the 
contrasting worldviews of indigenous and non-indigenous people, but can also lie in 
varying worldviews of others involved in the dialogue. A common language needs to 
be sought and differing worldviews need to be understood and equally respected.  
A second key issue is the importance of local control in CBMT and determining if 
and how local knowledge should be made accessible to tourism. If local knowledge 
is used for tourism purposes, the decision must be on the terms of local knowledge 
holders. Generally this knowledge exists in the form of cultural craft or artifact, 
but can extend to general living culture. Care must be taken to guard against 
unfavorable cultural change.  
Education was again featured, this time in relation to informing local and/or 
indigenous peoples about the impacts of community-based tourism and potential 
alternatives to tourism. As a vehicle for promoting fairness and justice, education 
can put local people on equal footing with outside influences by providing full and 
correct information about tourism.  
Another issue deemed important concerned sacred practices and sites in relation to 
community-based mountain tourism. Discussants generally agreed that sacredness 
should not be used in tourism, although the value of a practice and/or site needs 
to be made clear. Indigenous peoples who regard certain places as sacred should 
have a key - if not exclusive - role in making decisions related to these places.  
The number of papers contributed on the theme of local knowledge was 
significant, suggesting an increased interest to this area.  
(iv) Week Four: Women and Community-Based Mountain Tourism (Guest 
Moderator: Pam Godde) 
While the quality of discussion papers on the theme of women and community-
based mountain tourism was high, the actual quantity was limited. This may have 
been in part due to the unequal balance of men and women participants in the 
email conference, or that the working of the theme may have hindered male 
participation. The limited number of papers on this topic may also have been due 
to the small amount of established research and/or literature on women's 
involvement in community-based mountain tourism.  
From the papers that were submitted, a number of implications were made 
regarding women's value in community-based mountain tourism. First, women 
demonstrate a tremendous ability to work together toward a common goal. This 
perhaps accounts for the number of women's committees that many contributors 
have mentioned.  
Second, women's traditional roles in household management, fuel-wood collection, 
horticulture and craft production can be easily translated into tourism micro-
enterprise management. Women show great skill in lodge, tea-shop, and restaurant 
ownership and/or management. Garden cultivation, craft production and sales, 
alcohol brewing and selling and fuel-wood collection are also areas where women 
contribute extensively to tourism.  
Women are more likely to assume a strong participatory role in community-based 
tourism once provided with a model, and this is usually given through outside 
influence. Potential mechanisms for integrating women into community-based 
mountain tourism include discussions, participatory rural appraisal workshops, 
appreciative inquiry and study tour exchanges.  
While societal changes occur with women's involvement in tourism activities, the 
changes tend to be viewed as positive by women themselves. The effects of 
women's interaction with the outside world through community-based mountain 
tourism include raised status, heightened confidence, greater mobility within the 
village and decreased heavy-labor workloads.  
(v) Week Five: Reinvesting Tourism Revenues in Conservation and Community 
(Guest Moderator: Chandra Gurung) 
As the final week's discussion unfolded, and a number of successful mechanisms for 
reinvesting tourism revenues in both conservation and community were 
highlighted. These included community meetings on priority areas for 
development. Factors that influence how revenues might be distributed include 
outside consultation, community needs assessment, and the role women have in 
influencing community decisions.  
Another topic raised was the potential for community-based mountain tourism to 
generate sufficient revenue to make tourism a desirable alternative. Indeed, much 
of this concern relates back to the first week's discussion on carrying capacity, 
marketing and planning for community-based mountain tourism.  
The role of indicators and tools for assessing and monitoring the impacts of 
community-based mountain tourism was also addressed. A number of indicators 
were provided, along with codes of conduct. These indicators can be seen as a 
means of feedback for the marketing process and the overall development of 
community-based mountain tourism.  
To date, the focus of mountain tourism has often has been placed on 'tourism' as 
opposed to 'community'. As such, literature, experience and perhaps comfort lie 
more in the area of marketing and less in reinvesting the tourist dollar in 
community.  
(vi) Exchange of Ideas across the Ranges 
Many inspiring case studies and successful strategies, as well as a number of critical 
unsolved issues have been highlighted during this enjoyable exchange across the 
mountain ranges. For many of us, participating in the email conference was a new 
experience, and represented a breaking out of our more familiar circle of 
colleagues or sources of information. You may be interested to know that of our 
450 conference participants, we have had over fifty regions from all six inhabited 
continents represented in the case-studies contributed. Participants come from all 
walks of life, including NGO and governmental agency members, field workers, 
academics, scientists, tour operators, travel agents, tourists, project developers, 
local organizations and other people interested in the topic of community-based 
mountain tourism. Working together with and through the many ideas from our 
varying backgrounds has proven to be both rewarding and stimulating. 
As a final note to this summary, we'd like to applaud all Mountain Forum 
participants. The success of the e-conference is the cumulative result of your 
exemplary efforts, whether in the form of sending in your expectation survey, 
introduction, case-studies or opinions, or whether in the form of reading and 
sharing the conference papers. We would also like to thank the Swiss Agency for 
Development and Cooperation for providing financial support to the CBMT e-
conference through the Mountain Forum Global Information Server Node. 
Although the conference is officially ending, the discussion list remains open, and 
we encourage you to keep the dialogue of community-based mountain tourism 
going. We welcome your reflections on the email conference, and any new 
material you would like to share with the group. 
On the following page is a list of all the relevant case studies posted to CBMT e-
conference listed by case study, contributor and country. 
Case Study, Contributor, Country 
Poverty, Tradition, and Tourism, Abdul Wajid Adil, Afghanistan 
Aconcagua Waste Management, Ulf Carlsson, Argentina 
Patagonian Andes Tourism, Adriana Maria Otero, Argentina 
Uluru-Kjata Cultural Center, Jim Kelly, Australia 
Yuendumu Artist's Cooperative, David Betz, Australia 
Mutawintji Cultural Tourism, Badger Bates and Dan Witter, Australia 
Eco-lodges, Chandra Gurung, Australia, Jordan, Nepal 
Traditional Architecture, Bill Semple, Bhutan, India 
Amboro National Park Ecotourism, R. Portugal, Bolivia 
Community Tourism Action Planning, Laurence Moss, Canada 
Revelstoke Tourism Action Committee, Jenny Feick, Canada 
Spirit Hawk Aboriginal Tourism, Barry Parker, Canada 
Women and Community-based Tourism, Wendy Lama, China, India, Nepal 
Instituto Monteverde, Quint Newcomer, Costa Rica 
Velebit Biosphere Reserve, Jagoda Munic, Croatia 
Czech Inspiration, Laurence Moss, Czech Republic 
Guandera Reserve Ecotourism, Larry Frolich, Ecuador 
Bouma Falls Community-led Tourism, Pamela Godde, Fiji 
Lovoni Ecotourism Project, Pamela Godde, Fiji 
Vakavanua and Cultural Tourism, Pamela Godde, Fiji 
Pyrenees Guide to Mountain Politeness, Louise-Marie Espinassous, France 
Clean Pyrenees, Communaute de travail des Pyrenees, France 
Caucasus Sustainable Tourism Center, Vano Vashakmadze, Georgia 
Prespa Lakes Ecotourism, Georgia Valaoras, Greece 
Dadia Forest Reserve Ecotourism, Georgia Valaoras, Greece 
Agro-Tourism on Lesvos, Chryssanthi Laiou-Antoniou, Greece 
Eco-trekker Code of Conduct, Sikkim Biodiversity and Ecotourism Project, 
India 
Zoning Protected Areas for Ecotourism, Nandita Jain, India 
Yuksam Code for Conservation, Sikkim Biodiversity and Ecotourism Project, 
India 
Bromo Tengger Semeru National Park, Janet Cochrane, Indonesia 
Ethical Codes for Expeditions, World Mountaineering Organization, 
international 
Indicators of Sustain. Mountain Tourism, World Tourism Organization, 
international 
Biodiversity and Sustainable Tourism, German Environment Ministry, 
international 
Himalaya-Hindu Kush, Greta Rana, international 
Ecotourism Standards, John Shores, international 
Gender Issues in Project Design, Michael Bamberger, international 
Defining Local Knowledge, John Studley, international 
Hindu Kush Monitoring, Pitamber Sharma, international 
Mountaineering Ethics, A. Da Polenza, Italy 
Mt. Kenya Waste Management, Ulf Carlsson, Kenya 
Oaxaca Community Museums, Teresa Morales, Mexico Huichol Tourism & 
Traditional Art, Charmayne McGee, Mexico 
Tourism Norms, Government of Mexico, Mexico 
Alta Cima Women's Group, Scott Walker, Mexico 
El Cielo Biosphere Reserve, Scott Walker, Mexico 
Monarch Butterfly Communities Union, Daniel Ruiz San doval, Mexico 
San Nicolas Totolapan, A.S. Bonilla, J.C. Ibarra, Mexico 
Terra Nostra Community Workshops, Scott Walker, Mexico 
Cerro Altamirano NGO & JFK Institute, Gerardo Osornio, Mexico 
El Triunfo, P. Tanimoto, Mexico 
Monarch Butterfly Ecotourism, David Barkin, Mexico 
Ixtlan de Juarez, R. Montes, N. Angelica, G. Ramirez, Mexico 
Women and Ecotourism, Sierra Gordas, Sandra Skrei, Mexico 
Ejido San Nicolas, Febo Antonio Suarez, Mexico 
Comunidad of Ixtlan, Febo Antonio Suarez, Mexico 
Women and Ecotourism, Queretaro, Sandra Skrei, Mexico 
Gobi Gurvansaikhan Tourism, Alan Saffery, Mongolia 
Ghale Kharka-Siklis Ecotourism, Pitamber Sharma, Nepal 
Annapurna Sanctuary Ecotourism, Gehendra Gurung, Nepal 
Langtang National Park Ecotourism, Wendy Lama, Nepal 
Upper Mustang Project, Chandra Gurung, Nepal 
Tourism and Community Health, Stephen Bezruchka, Nepal 
New Products in Mountain Tourism, Kamal Banskota, Nepal 
Ghale Kharka-Siklis Ecotourism, Gehendra Gurung, Nepal 
Syabru Besi Quality Tourism, Kamal Banskota, Nepal 
Mountaineering Reflections, H. Gurung, Nepal 
Naturalist Guides in Makalu-Barun, Alton Byers, Nepal 
Women's Entrepreneurship in Tourism, Dibya Gurung, Nepal 
Maori Sacred Sites, Tony Sole, Kirsty Woods, New Zealand 
Maori Rahui, Ailsa Lorraine Smith, New Zealand 
Ecotourism International of Nicaragua, Tom Fletcher, Nicaragua 
Bird Conservation Tourism, Sandra Skrei, Nicaragua, Mexico  
Do Walkers need Farmers?, Paul Hesp, Norway, Scottland 
Ecotourism and Biodiversity, J. Mock and K. O'Neil, Pakistan 
Huascaran National Park, Miriam Torres, Peru 
Travellers' Code of Ethics, Huascaran National Park Project, Peru 
Community Integration in Tourism, Ross Mitchell, Peru 
Palawan Sustainable Tourism, Grizelda Mayo-Anda, Philippines 
Amenity Migration in The Baguio, Laurence Moss, Philippines 
Tourism and Environment Initiative, Duncan Bryden, Scotland 
St. Martin Commune, Michel Gaspoz, Switzerland 
Community Forestry and Ecotourism, Ronnakorn Triraganon, Thailand 
Douiret Ancient Architecture & Tourism, Mohamed Ouessar, Habib Belhedi, 
Tunisia 
Budongo Forest Ecotourism, C.D. Langoya, Uganda 
Mountain Gorillas & Responsible Tours, Carla Litchfield, Uganda 
Handmade in America, Kim Yates, USA 
Re-thinking Tourism Project, D. McLaren, R. Taylor, D. Lacey, USA 
Stevens Village, D. McLaren, R. Taylor, D. Lacey, USA 
Colorado Tourism Board, Marcus Endicott, USA 
Pikes Peak Internet Promotion, Marcus Endicott, USA 
Marketing Ecotourism to Travel Agents, Elizabeth Makel-Zadeh, USA 
Dig Afognak Archaeological Tourism, Mary Patterson, USA 
Idahool'aa Project, D. McLaren, R. Taylor, D. Lacey, USA 
Sustainable Tourism in Montana, S. McCool, C. Burgess, N. Nickerson, USA 
Sustainable Tourism in Yellowstone, Judith Meyer, USA 
Sa Pa Tourism Association, Annalisa Koeman, Vietnam 
Africa 
Community Based Eco-tourism Development in Budongo 
By C.D. Langoya from a posting to the Community Based Mountain Tourism E-
conference on 13 May 1998. Contact: Fax:? 465-20411. 
http://www.mtnforum.org/emaildiscuss/discuss98/cbmt/cbmt5/051398a.htm 
From 1993 I have been working closely with the local communities of five parishes 
bordering the forest preserve on this new concept (eco-tourism development and 
the community). I should say that the work has been exciting, but very challenging. 
My first priority during the first phase of the project was to understand the local 
communities and their way of life, a process that took me about 6 months. Within 
that period and a few months thereafter, I cam to learn that the Communities that 
live close to the forest boundary meet a lot of costs through wildlife damage, lack 
of compensation , loss of time spent in guarding crops and livestock. It is very 
common to see school-going children not attending classes because they have to 
spend between 10 to 12 hours a day guarding gardens from vermins especially 
vervet monkeys and baboons (during day times). At night, their parents take over 
the duty of night watchmen guarding their crops against bush pigs, porcupines, 
bushbucks and duikers. Despite spending such long time and effort, "almost a half 
of their crops are lost due to wildlife damage" (Langoya, 1994). 
When I started making contact with the communities on the prospect of developing 
forest based tourism with primates, birds, mammals, butterflies, trees and other 
invertebrates as attractions and a way of raising money, very few people could 
believe in me. Most of the community members could not imagine that someone 
would travel over 8,000 km. Across areas, frontiers, deserts to come and see 
"common things like monkeys, chimpanzees, birds, butterflies and even trees" as 
summarized by Joshua Ezua (1993) let alone the face that they would be willing to 
pay some money for seeing "vermins that should be hunted down and eradicated" 
(Mzee Byaruhanga, 1993).  
One good thing with our people is that they like trying our new ideas especially 
those that would bring benefits to the community. A few community members 
joined the project, some as workers while others were community representatives 
whose initial role was to coordinate the communities and the project staff on the 
eco-tourism development.  
The community representatives later on took the role of Eco-tourism Advisory 
Committee… 
I probably don't need to go into the details of how the project progressed. 
However, after four years of close follow-up, the communities bordering the 
project area began to understand and put some value to non-destructive use of 
forest resources. I wish you were around to see the excitement in the communities 
(six Primary Schools) when a portion of tourist revenue (approximately US $2,500 
worth of building materials) were handed over to them. 
The comment of one elderly lady moved me so much. I didn't know whether it was 
excitement or appreciation or what, but in a shaking voice, she was very grateful 
that her half of the crops destroyed by wild animals has now come back…and will 
benefit her grandchildren and the community at large." (Edifasi Ateeny, 1997). Her 
appeal to Central Government or any Project within the community is to think of 
compensating them the way BFEP has shown. 
The news of revenue sharing scheme by the Project and the Communities was 
received positively by Religious groups, local authority, Schools and the public at 
large. One Primary pupil of Nyeramya Primary School summed it up by going to the 
extent of "…advising my father to stop trapping bush pigs (wild animals) from the 
forest…" (Watum James 1997) 
It is therefore eminent that most of tourist money should be left in destination 
communities as a form of compensation. for costs incurred due to wildlife damage 
and opportunity cost of having, large chunk of "wildlands" not put to other 
economic use*  
One disturbing message that our communities have learned is that some tour 
companies (from Uganda, Kenya and South Africa) with links to big tour companies 
in Europe and- America (USA) are claiming that the Project is "….ripping them…(the 
companies) " of their monies (Terry Stephen, 1995: J. Lindsell, 1996; Drake Brian, 
1995; Paul Goldring, 1998; David Huckle, 1998). The most ironic part of it is that 
budget tourist and independent travelers visiting the Project do not complain of 
the cost which ranges between US $ 13 to US $ 27 per person per day for 
accommodations and a guided walk in the forest (Visitors are to come with their 
food). The fee structure was not arrived at by accident. An interview (by the 
Project) with many tourists has shown tourists willingness to pay about US $10 for 
an experience in a tropical Rain Forest, which I personally consider to be fair. I 
stand to be corrected, but I think those big deluxe tour companies are ripping the 
local communities and Uganda of tourism money. I would not be surprised if 80% of 
the money a client pays to such big companies will "leak" back to the tourist's 
country. 
So, who organizes your tour? Are you the type who will want to see that much of 
your money remain in the destination country? Are you the type of visitor who 
would be interested in the culture and the plight of the local people and is willing 
to use their local resources and expertise for a fee? Are you aware that the local 
people neighboring the "wildlands" you intend to visit incur great costs for the 
existence of that wildland? 
If your answer to the above question is "YES", then you are likely to have a positive 
impact during your visit. Like many other tourist destinations, the people around 
Budongo Forest Reserve have shown willingness to cooperate in the conservation of 
the forest. You need to cooperate too. We have to create a "win-win" situation so 
that the future generations will not be deprived of the wealth we have now. 
To end my letter I would like to quote what Mrs. Joska Odama said during a 
meeting. "…we welcome the visitors… However, those who just come because they 
are running away from cold or boredom from their country and have no intention of 
learning our way of life are not very welcome. It's not the money (you pay) that 
counts, it's the understanding of global issues in the local context that counts".  
Managing Waste on Mt. Kenya 
By Ulf Carlsson from a posting to the Community Based Mountain Tourism E-
Conference on 5 May 1998. Contact: Fax: (2542) 623917, E-
mail:ulf.carlsson@unep.org 
http://www.mtnforum.org/emaildiscuss/discuss98/cbmt/cbmt4/050598d.htm 
Introduction 
In 1899, Halford Mackinder climbed Batian, the highest peak of Mount Kenya. In the 
decades following this amazing feat, few people visited the peak and the 
surrounding forests and moorlands. However, by the mid-30s all the major and 
lesser peaks had been climbed and an increasing number of tourists started visiting 
the mountain.  
Today, 100 yeas after the first ascent, between 10-15.000 tourists visit Mount 
Kenya National Park. This puts a lot of stress on the fragile ecosystems of Mount 
Kenya - overuse of forests leads to erosion and inconsiderate visitors leave litter 
and pollute streams. Furthermore, visitors cut down bushes and trees and disturb 
wildlife. Littering is probably the most obvious result from all the visitors and it 
therefore attracts most attention for different environmental projects and clean-
up initiatives on the mountain. 
The Mount Kenya National Park was gazetted in 1949 and Kenya Wildlife Service 
(KWS) is the main organisation looking after the mountain. KWS is a governmental 
organisation in charge of all national parks in Kenya. The park is about 715 sq.km. 
and encompasses all land above 10,000 feet (3050 metres). There are three major 
routes up the mountain and all of them are fairly developed for visitors, with major 
tourist facilities along the walking routes. Below Point Lenana, the third highest 
peak and the goal for most hikers, is the Austrian Hut. This is a heavily used hut, 
with thousands of visitors each year. For the technical climbers, there is even a hut 
on top of Nelion, the second highest peak. You can only reach this hut by technical 
climbing routes, despite this it is visited by probably over one hundred climbers 
every year.  
Waste Management Initiatives 
The three main walking routes, the above mentioned huts and all the other huts on 
the mountain (there are in total almost 15 different huts and tourist lodges in the 
Park) are great attraction points for litter left by visitors. So, how are the waste 
problems of Mount Kenya solved? Four main initiatives can be described:  
* As a prophylactic measure, a pamphlet is given to all visitors when entering the 
Park. This brochure describes Mount Kenya and its environment, mountain safety 
and how to minimise your impact when visiting the mountain. The brochure was 
initially developed and published in the early 1990s by KWS and National Outdoor 
Leadership School (NOLS). In 1995 it was rewritten and republished with the help 
from the Mountain Club of Kenya (MCK) and United Nations Environment 
Programme (UNEP). Additional measures carried out are signs at the gates and 
around the major huts, that visitors should not litter and carry out all refuse.  
* KWS, the main managers of the Park, carry out regular clean-up activities along 
the major walking routes and around the huts. This is done by the staff working in 
the Park.  
* In 1993 a group of young Kenyans, most of them affiliated to the Mountain Club, 
organised a private clean-up initiative. For two weeks a group of 12-14 people 
collected and carried down 500 kg of litter from one of the main walking routes 
and around the huts along the route. This exercise was repeated in 1995, along 
another of the walking routes. A new clean-up is planned for 1998. During these 
expeditions the group has had support from the Park, the Mountain Club and some 
private supporters.  
* A group of tourist operators around Mount Kenya formed in 1996 the Association 
of Mount Kenya Operators (AMKO). The objectives of the association is to promote 
the tourism around the Mountain, as well as to protect the environment of Mount 
Kenya. 
Since Mount Kenya is situated in a National Park, it requires that any private 
initiative needs a good contact with the authorities managing the Park, the Kenya 
Wildlife Service, and especially the Chief Warden of the Park. Fortunately, this has 
been the case and the Chief Warden has been very interested in outside assistance 
and collaboration. 
Conclusion and future possibilities 
How can visitors be "forced" to litter less? Unfortunately, it seems, only punishment 
can force people to keep their surroundings cleaner. But it can be made in a nice 
way! In Nepal expeditions are required to make an environmental deposit, which 
will be paid back if all regulations have been followed. And it is high enough to 
force people to comply (it ranges between 2-4.000 US$). On Aconcagua, in South 
America, climbers are given a garbage bag, which they have to give back full of 
garbage at the end of the trip. If not, they are fined. On Denali, in Alaska, climbers 
are informed about the regulations on garbage and human waste, before 
approaching the mountain. If you do not follow the simple rules (carry out what 
you carry in) you are fined on the SPACE. These (fairly) successful examples points 
towards a system of information to the visitors, linked with a policing system with 
punishment for the law breakers. And information here means not only a pamphlet, 
but actually face-to-face informing the visitors of the system.  
This short presentation has high-lighted the importance of collaboration between 
the authorities and local partners and how this can lead to fruitful projects 
protecting the environment.  
 
 
  
Asia Pacific 
Snow Leopard Conservation, Livestock Depredation, and Compensation Schemes 
From May 1998 through to the present, there have been a series of postings on a 
variety of common topics related to livestock predation, wildlife conservation and 
compensation schemes. These excerpts are a fine example of substantive and 
constructive spontaneous dialog as it occurs on the MF discussion list.  
From "Snow leopard menace" posted by Gehendra Gurung, Programme Coordinator 
(Northern Sector) Annapurna Conservation Area Project (ACAP), on 13 May 1998. 
Contact: Fax:977-61-28203, E-mail: gbg@mos.com. 
http://www.mtnforum.org/emaildiscuss/discuss98/may98/051398a.htm 
The rugged terrain, approximately between 4000 to 5500masl in the Ngishyang 
valley in the Annapurna area of Nepal is a good home for an endangered and 
elusive wild animal, the snow leopard. On the other hand local residents of this 
high land greatly depend on livestock raising to support their livelihood. In such an 
environment conflict between snow leopard and local communities is very high 
because of livestock depredation by snow leopard. Each year snow leopard 
damages livestock worth more than US$5000.00 for 348 families. This is a huge loss 
for the people who are from the remote and poor area of one of the poorest 
countries in the world where per capita GDP is hardly US$180.00 per annum. 
The Annapurna Conservation Area Project (ACAP) has been working in the area for 
integrated bio-diversity conservation and socioeconomic development. Convincing 
the local communities for snow leopard conservation has become one of the 
challenging jobs for the ACAP. Despite regular meetings and development of 
alternative income generating activities, each year snow leopard is killed in 
retribution to the livestock depredation. ACAP does not think that severe legal 
action is a permanent remedy for such problems for the harmonious co-existence 
between snow leopard and human population within the same ecosystem. Rather 
ACAP thinks that a positive correlation needs to be built between the snow leopard 
population and the economic development of the area. But until now only negative 
relationship has been observed (i.e.; increased population of snow leopard is 
harmful to local economy). 
Technical information which is practical at grass root level (not theoretical or 
philosophical) is required for snow leopard conservation and economic 
development of the area. Some of the outstanding questions in front of us are 1) 
What is the economic value of snow leopard to local herders ? The answer to this 
question it will be useful to convince the local communities that there is a positive 
relationship between number of snow leopard and local economic development. 
They can also benefit of the snow leopard as its population increases. 2) What 
happens to the local economy if snow leopard disappears from the area? Does 
positive outweigh the negative or vice-versa? Is there any practical experience of 
an area where snow leopard disappeared in the past and the economic 
consequences have been studied? 
From "RE: Snowleopard conservation" posted by Hussain Shafqat, IUCN USA, on 29 
Jul 1998. Contact: Fax:+1 202 7975461, E-Mail: shussain@iucnus.org 
http://www.mtnforum.org/emaildiscuss/discuss98/jul98/072998d.htm  
Each year [in Northern Pakistan] a number of snow leopard are killed as a 
retaliation for their predation on domestic livestock. Conservationists in the area 
have tried to talk the farmers out of this retaliatory action but with little success.  
I think it would be very difficult to stop them if we don't offer any support. We 
cannot expect them to sacrifice their resources (livestock) to feed this predators - 
it is like farmers subsidizing the snow leopard. So, financial support to farmers is 
necessary. For this purpose a compensation fund should be established. However, 
it seems to be important to get the community themselves financially involved in 
the fund, so that they have a strong incentive to make honest use of this money. If 
it is all outside money it tends to be treated like any other freebie.  
Outside donor money, however, cannot last forever. Thus a system should be 
devised that the financial contribution towards the conservation of the snow 
leopard are made locally (communities). But in order for the communities to make 
contribution for conservation of snow leopard, they must see some benefit in its 
conservation - they must have an incentive to conserve it. And this incentive should 
be big enough to make communities voluntarily pay for snow leopard conservation. 
This is where we have to design activities that are "snow leopard based" and 
generate income for the local people.  
I am in the process of developing a research proposal for looking into developing a 
full scale proposal for establishing an insurance scheme. The idea is that in order 
to stop the retaliatory killing of snow leopard, the farmers must be compensated 
for their losses of livestock. This can be done through inviting farmers to insure 
their livestock as individually or as a community. The fund that will be generated 
from their insurance premium will be used to pay the claims in case of livestock 
loss from predation.  
From "Snow leopard conservation and livestock insurance scheme" posted by 
Lhakpa Sherpa posted on 05 Aug 1998. Contact : E-mail: 
lhakpa@silvae.cfr.washington.edu 
http://www.mtnforum.org/emaildiscuss/discuss98/aug98/080598a.htm 
I come from a yak herding family in a region that could be considered as snow 
leopard habitat. Our family loses the occasional animals to wildlife depredation 
regularly. Nevertheless, there are some fundamental questions that need to be 
kept in mind when thinking about developing a livestock insurance scheme. 
1. Livestock are dear to every subsistence herder but human family members 
should be dearer. For that reason I am not sure whether one could justify ensuring 
the animals while the human owners themselves do not have any coverage.  
2. If a herder carefully minds his herd, the chances of wildlife depredation can be 
drastically minimized. So, why not hire an extra person to look after the animals 
instead of paying insurance premiums? A person can milk, shear, feed and water 
the animals and really take care of them. An insurance policy will only help drain 
the herder's pocket, encourage negligence, and breed greed.  
3. Mountain farmers lose many more heads of livestock and livestock productivity 
because of poor range conditions, shortage of winter fodder and lack of veterinary 
services than they lose snow leopards depredation.  
4. When wildlife depredation actually occurs it is often difficult to determine 
whether a snow leopard, a wolf, bear, or a yeti has made the kill. The field 
evidence is often contaminated and degraded by the time the carcass is located.  
5. Snow leopards usually take weak, old, and the young animals, which are worth 
lot less to a farmer.  
6. Administering an insurance policy in an illiterate community can be extremely 
difficult.  
From "Snow leopard compensation and depredation control schemes" posted by 
Rodney Jackson, Director of Conservation Programs International Snow Leopard 
Trust and Senior Program Associate for Ecology and Biodiversity Conservation, The 
Mountain Institute, on 06 Aug 1998. Contact: Fax +1-304-358-2400, E-mail: 
rodjackson@mountain.org 
http://www.mtnforum.org/emaildiscuss/discuss98/aug98/080698b.htm 
I completely agree with Lhakpa Sherpa's comments regarding the suitability of a 
livestock insurance scheme for the Himalayan region.  
* It fails to address the root causes for depredation (inadequate day or night-time 
guarding, poor livestock enclosures, the depletion of natural prey species 
especially ungulates like blue sheep, ibex, tahr, musk deer, grazing in or near sites 
with excellent cover especially cliffs and broken, rocky areas). Historically, many 
herder communities lived amidst snow leopard and successfully raised livestock, 
before reducing predator numbers through the use of better firearms and traps, 
and then become lax in their guarding practices.  
* Compensation programs are costly to capitalize and administer, more so in 
remote areas and among illiterate poor stakeholders. Even in the US with good 
roads, communications and staffing, the cause of many livestock kills remains 
unverified. Since most predators also scavenge on livestock which have died of 
other causes, the only reliable means of verifying predation is to examine carcass 
remains for signs of subcutaneous hemorrhaging. Clearly this is not very realistic in 
the Himalaya. 
* Monetary compensation programs offer no real incentive for herders to improve 
their animal husbandry and herding techniques. A good proportion of loss could be 
largely or largely avoided if the following actions were implemented: (a) make 
corrals predator-proof, which would completely eliminate "mass killings" in which 
50-100 sheep or goats are killed in a single night. This is relatively easily 
accomplished by making stone walls higher, adding barbed wire and "visual 
deterrents" like silver-foil which moves in the breeze, and ensuring structures are 
maintained; (b) avoid grazing in known depredation hotSPACEs, especially during 
peak loss periods (usually winter and early spring); (c) use of guard dogs, including 
improved local breeds; (d) hiring extra persons or gothalos to watch over 
vulnerable livestock, particularly sheep and goats. If they are not already doing so, 
households could combine their herds into community-guarded flocks, with each 
sharing in the cost; (e) encourage protection of natural prey species (livestock are 
often the only source of food for predators because of wild ungulates have been 
poached out, Also young inexperienced snow leopards find livestock far easier to 
kill than more wary blue sheep!). 
* There are a number of ways of encouraging rural people to embrace conservation 
and protection of predators, some of which have been mentioned by Lhakpa, 
Gehendra Gurung and others. Some examples are: (a) build upon traditional belief 
and custom systems that place high value on the protection of nature (for example, 
ACAP has rewarded a revered lama (by supporting the religious institution) in the 
Nar-Phu area in his efforts to ensure that snow leopards and other wildlife are not 
hunted. Buddhist precepts on the sanctity of life are a potentially very powerful 
conservation tool, and several monasteries in Tibet have created special "nature 
sanctuaries"; (b) provide herders taking tangible measures to protect endangered 
species like snow leopard with desirable incentives (e.g., veterinary medicines and 
care at low cost; assistance in getting their products to the market-place or 
offering higher rates; promoting alternative sources of income through linkages 
with tourism like pack-animal rental or handicrafts production and sales); (c) 
mechanisms for contributing to village conservation funds in proportion to a 
communities conservation accomplishments; (d) land-use zoning in which core 
areas are established for wildlife where grazing is limited. This may require buying 
out users over time or offering them alternative sources of income; and (e) only 
offer cash compensation to households that have suffered catastrophic loss through 
no fault of their own. 
* Establishing a positive linkage between economic benefit and predator 
conservation will be a very difficult undertaking in light of the high monetary loss 
reported by Gehendra Gurung for the Nar-Phu area. But I find myself wondering 
what proportion of animals actually died of other causes. Why are the herders not 
improving their guarding practices or hiring gothalos? Obviously alternative sources 
of income can only go so far in compensating herders under these circumstances. 
Maybe we should not be encouraging high predator populations in areas where the 
main livelihood is animal husbandry. 
Like many other Himalayan PAs, people-wildlife conflict is a major issue in the 
Qomolangma Nature Preserve of Tibet. Working with the International Snow 
Leopard Trust, the Mountain Institute, and local partners, we have developed a 
"predator management handbook" (translated into Chinese and Tibetan) which 
offers standardized procedures for identifying root causes of depredation, and for 
implementing remedial actions in close collaboration with affected herders.  
In finding socially and ecological responsible solutions to depredation losses, it is 
critical that we (a) recognize it as a natural phenomenon which is usually way over-
rated in comparison to other sources of mortality like disease, consumption of 
poisonous plants and poor range and forage conditions. Loss rates are typically very 
low; (b) encourage the notion that it is a shared responsibility of both citizens and 
their government (too often people view the government as solely responsible); (c) 
solutions must be based upon reliable baseline information and full participation by 
all key stakeholders; (d) remedial measures must be designed for the specific 
predator and conditions at hand, and which follow "best-practices" procedures. 
That is, control measures should result in no or minimal harm to species, habitats 
and ecosystems; (e) be affordable and sustainable with minimal outside cost or 
technical input. 
I reported on a Herder Incentive Program in Mongolia in an earlier forum. Signed 
reciprocal agreements between herders, communities, and PA management 
authorities are the best means to address people-wildlife conflict. NGOs can play a 
role in serving as mediators and in providing financial support and training. 
Remedial actions should follow "best-practices" procedures. That is, they should 
result in no or minimal harm to species, habitats and ecosystems; be affordable 
and sustainable with minimal outside cost or technical input; contain cost-sharing 
mechanisms, and build upon those sound traditional customs and animal husbandry 
practices which ensure biodiversity conservation. Livestock losses (to all sources) 
should be regularly monitored, and the program evaluated using indicators set by 
each stakeholder group. Finally, I strongly urge that all programs be reviewed for 
technical and implementational soundness by qualified persons before being acted 
upon. It is too easy to embark upon a thorny road that only exacerbate the 
situation.  
Cash compensation can quickly become a never-ending and resource consuming 
process that may in fact lead to greater losses. Predator control and compensation 
programs have not worked in the US with its "infinite resources." Ranchers changed 
their ways based on public education and sentiment, not subsidy. I have no doubt 
that sponsoring agencies will soon find out that their funds are being depleted 
quicker than they are being replenished, even if herders are willing to pay a small 
annual premium.  
I would like to see more resources from the region and the North devoted toward 
"empowering" communities to become for more socially and economically self -
reliant (through skills training and other confidence-building participatory 
processes) and less dependent upon "top-down" government or donor "quick-fixes." 
Along with decentralized decision-making and more responsible governance, 
education of the general public must be given high priority in order to build the 
necessary support for in-situ biodiversity conservation, and nature stewardship 
towards a better balance between human needs and environmental quality.  
From "RE: "Ecological issues" and "Livestock insurance" postings" posted by 
Madhusudan Bhattarai, Clemson University, on 10 Aug 1998. Fax: 1 864 656 5776 
Contact: E-mail: mbhatta@clemson.edu 
http://www.mtnforum.org/emaildiscuss/discuss98/aug98/081098a.htm 
Providing adequate incentives (both from monetary and non monetary benefits) to 
the local buffer zone communities, establishment of local institutions or 
institutionalization of the local level managed environment conservation fund could 
be some of the alternatives. The existing protected areas programs could be a 
catalytic agent establishing such locally managed environment conservation fund. 
Establishing such environment conservation funds are far better and least cost 
approach than the proposed solution of "livestock insurances" in the buffer zone 
communities.  
Livestock insurances policy, though seems a fancy idea, is not an economically 
feasible scheme in a situation where the transaction costs are extremely high. The 
administrative costs of such programs will be unimaginably higher. When the 
insurances market has not been adequately developed even for the marketable 
commodities in the relatively accessible places like cities and towns, how can we 
make economically viable the "livestocks insurance scheme" in remote and 
scattered places around the conservation areas. Where, non-market transactions 
are still playing a predominant role in day to day life. Furthermore, if we are 
taking about subsidized insurances, then there are several other alternatives or 
competing means for spending subsidy money than the fancy scheme of "livestock 
insurances plan." 
Here, the bottom line argument is that the protected area program has to consider 
the local buffer zones communities as a partner of the conservation program, and 
not the enemy. Thus, any prescribed policy program should be in the direction of 
reducing the existing burden upon these buffer zone communities, imposed by 
establishment of such conservation programs. Merely reiterating the view that 
those rare or charismatic species either like Snow Leopard, or Tiger etc., or over 
all biodiversity resources have global significance, and we have to protect these 
resources at any cost is not going to effectively work here.  
Some how the protected area program should able to provide local incentives 
either monetary or non-monetary based on the local situations. The appropriate 
incentive structures, in fact, could vary based on the local opportunities and 
constraints. Here, the examples and personal experiences forwarded by Rodney 
Jackson, TMI, are certainly worthy to be considered by protected area program 
peoples, and all others interested on these conservation issues raised here. Thanks.  
From "Snow leopard conservation" posted by Gehendra Gurung 14 Aug 
1998.Contact: Fax:977-61-28203, E-mail:gbg@mos.com.np 
http://www.mtnforum.org/emaildiscuss/discuss98/aug98/081498c.htm 
Mr. Lhakpa Sherpa, however, pointed out that only the economic (material) 
benefits are not every thing to the local communities, which I agree with. In his 
mail, Mr. Sherpa has mentioned the need to consider the spiritual benefits. As for 
example, Mr. Som Ale has found in Upper Manang, (Nepal) that the local 
communities consider snow leopard as a form of life which is borne to do sinful 
jobs by killing other animals. They believe that killing snow leopard means 
transferring all its sins to you. If they kill snow leopard, they will, of course, repent 
and observe PUJA for forgiveness from the god. Such information can also be used 
for the conservation and are acceptable to their religion and spirits. This is one 
example which needs to be, of course, justified scientifically. However, 
identification and utilization of such information have been done only to limited 
scope by the conservationists . So there is still need to identify the ways through 
which the local communities become spiritually satisfied with the snow leopard and 
use such approaches for its conservation in addition to the economic benefits from 
its ecology or food chain 
From "Further discussion on livestock insurance scheme" posted by Hussain Shafqat 
on 27 Aug 1998. Contact: E-Mail: shussain@iucnus.org  
Considering that my possible future work provoked such a wide ranging response, I 
think it is worthwhile to share further details with you on this issue and seek your 
expertise. By sharing more detail, I would also like to respond to some of the issues 
raised by you all in your messages to me.  
1. This insurance scheme will be against predators in general - it will not be limited 
to cases from snow leopard depredation. 
2. Yes, people who own the livestock do not have health insurance themselves, but 
why should this be a constraint in the attempt to minimize the risk to their 
livelihood loss? 
3. I am proposing an insurance scheme and not a compensation scheme, it will not 
be supply driven, rather it will be demand driven. Farmers will have to pay (albeit 
small amount to induce a sense of ownership of the scheme) to be included in the 
scheme, therefore they themselves have to consider whether it is a worthwhile 
investment.  
4. The proposed area where I intend to launch this scheme is, as far as I am aware, 
somewhat unique in terms of its socio-economic development. Baltistan is in the 
NAs of Pakistan; it is different from Tibet or Nepal. I think each area has it own 
reality and potential - what works in Tibet or Nepal may not work in Northern 
Pakistan and vice versa. The area has a strong tradition of self help initiatives, 
built around broad based multi-purpose Village Organisations (VOs). Aga Khan Rural 
Support Programme (AKRSP) has been working in the area for the last twelve years, 
it has established a culture of cost sharing and self management among local 
communities. The VOs undertake fairly complex issues, like infrastructure 
development, land development and management of collective savings account. 
The local people in general are "illiterate", i.e., they cannot read and write, but 
they have excellent knowledge of their environment, context and their particular 
livelihood and financial needs. 
Greed, corruption, cheating are in the nature of all humans - illiterate or 
educated. What is important is the local institutions. If the local institutions are 
transparent, based on interest group participation and promote equity then all the 
above mentioned human weaknesses could be minimized.  
Having worked in the area with AKRSP for 3 years, I am very confident that the 
local people, who will be the owners and managers of this scheme, can run this 
scheme successfully.  
In 1995, Govt of Pakistan launched its Biodiversity Conservation project with the 
financial assistance from UNDP and GEF in Baltistan. This project addressed the 
conservation needs pf the local people and grafted conservation issues on the 
existing village institutions - the VOs. As a result new village level bodies 
concerned with conservation have emerged. The institutional diversity that 
emerged from this exercise realised into bodies such as Village Conservation Fund, 
District Conservation Committees, Village Wildlife Guides, and Village Conservation 
Committees. These are all run and managed by local people. These bodies are 
excellent forums from insurance scheme could be launched in the villages. 
Hypothetically speaking, the Village Conservation Fund could be responsible for 
managing the annual premiums, the District Conservation Committee could verify 
the claims, Village Wildlife Guides could stop poaching.  
5. As you all have said that other factors such as improper corrals, grazing in 
depredation hotspots, not keeping guard dogs and others are all main causes of 
livestock loss due to depredation. I think the insurance scheme could be used as a 
leverage to induce all these changes. For example premiums could be set low for 
groups or individuals who have upgraded their corrals, or those who keep sheep 
dogs. Sometimes a cultural change is induced indirectly using outside agent. May 
be after ten years, if the scheme is successful and all proper livestock/herd 
management strategies are initiated, the scheme will no longer be needed (at least 
insurance from depredation)  
Lhakpa says that why would farmers pay insurance premiums when they can hire an 
extra hand to look after the livestock. Extra hand may reduce the probability of 
depredation but does not ensure zero depredation and in case of depredation does 
not cover any losses.  
The insurance scheme must be seen as helping the local farmer who has been 
subsidising the snow leopards and other predators for a long time. The farmer's 
primary concern, in general, is to safeguard his/her own livelihood, if that means 
killing a snow leopard than so be it. We the city dwellers who have nothing to loose 
from this predator-herder conflict, except to bear the "sad" thought that another 
snow leopard is killed, find it easy to preach protection and harmony and 
ecological balance, but the truth is that we are not ready to pay for what we 
consider dear. If the regions who are concerned with snow leopard and other rare 
species are not willing to share the cost and channel resources for their 
conservation than ventures like insurance schemes and other will fail. By resources 
and cost I don't mean "dollars" it could be anything from supporting local economy 
(enterprises) linked to conservation, providing technical support and lastly 
shedding off our hubristic attitudes of " we know it all".  
6. It is important to note that my proposed model for this scheme is as yet only 
ideas. I do not intend to initiate the scheme without conducting detailed research 
in the area with local people. I will explore the idea and develop a model which 
will only then, after the research, be piloted. This feed back I am getting from this 
Forum is proving to be enormously helpful in enabling me to refine my ideas.  
It is also important to note that during my visit to Pakistan my conversation with 
local people in Baltistan re-confirmed that there is a demand for such an initiative. 
In the end, thank you all and I look forward to your comments.  
From "RE: snow leopard compensation and depredation control schemes" posted by 
Gregory Perrier, USAID, on 31 Aug 1998. Contact: Fax: 1-212-216-3039 E-mail: 
gperrier@usaid.gov 
http://www.mtnforum.org/emaildiscuss/discuss98/aug98/083198a.htm 
The problem arises from the fact that both snow leopards and livestock have a 
value, but this value can vary among people. People who feel dependent on 
livestock for their livelihood and feel threatened by snow leopard predation on 
their livestock place a higher value on livestock than on snow leopards. People who 
feel strongly that snow leopards should be protected and their population sustained 
if not increased place a higher value on snow leopards than on livestock and feel 
their values are threatened by acts by livestock owners to reduce snow leopard 
numbers. Furthermore, neither group is really willing (or possibly capable) to fully 
compensate the other for the lost in value to livestock production or snow leopard 
viability due to its actions. Here in lies the impasse that livestock interest and 
large predator conservation interest have faced around the world. 
I fully agree that compensation for lost animals is very difficult to implement for 
the variety of reasons you have  
mentioned. You however have proposed as a solution several cost increasing 
factors for livestock producers, such as improved night corrals, increased herding 
vigilance, improved guard dogs, etc. Your comment suggested that livestock 
producers should willingly assume these costs for the good of snow leopards. I 
doubt they would agree. I think these interventions suggest areas where 
conservation interest could expend resources in support of livestock interest - 
basically helping livestock owners (many who are depended on livestock 
production) to reduce their losses. I feel that would be much more proactive than 
compensation for animal loss due to predation. I would also caution against 
subsidizing variable livestock cost not related to snow leopard predation (e.g., 
veterinary cost) because that can result in a greater profitability from livestock 
production and encourage more people to enter that sector. I would think that is 
not something you want to promote. 
Europe 
Mountain Farming and the Environment: Towards Integration 
The below review was posted by Georg Wiesinger on 6 August 1998. Contact: Fax 
+431.504.88.69.39 E-mail: georg.wiesinger@babf.bmlf.gv.at 
http://www.mtnforum.org/emaildiscuss/discuss98/aug98/080698a.htm 
It can be ordered by e-mail: office@babf.bmlf.gv.at or fax: +431.504.88.69.39  
During the last two years I was involved in a research project on the "Integration of 
Environmental Concerns into Mountain Agriculture" commissioned by the European 
Commission Directorate-General XI, Environment, Nuclear Safety and Civil 
Protection. The study was coordinated by EUROMONTANA, Paris/Brussels and 
involved participants from 25 study areas all over the European Union, covering the 
wide variety of EU mountain areas. Six regional groups were established within this 
research network, one of them covering the "Central and Eastern Alps". The 
Federal Institute for Less-favored and Mountainous Areas was responsible for the 
co-ordination of the Central and Eastern Alps network (one of six networks of the 
study) comprising five different study areas in Austria, Germany, Italy, Slovenia 
and Switzerland. 
The core findings of this network are published in the series of our research reports 
and can be ordered by e-mail: office@babf.bmlf.gv.at Below is a short review of 
this new publication. 
"Mountain Farming and the Environment: Towards Integration"  
Research Report No 44, Vienna 1998, 178 pages, ISBN 3-85311-049-5 
European countries have been addressing the problems of mountain areas through 
specific sectoral policy programs for several decades. Since the 1970s, the 
implementation of compensatory allowances schemes has been the most notable 
measure in this field and has drawn attention to the difficulties and tasks of 
mountain agriculture. Yet, with growing environmental concern, an heightened 
awareness of the environmental impact of farm management systems in these 
regions is called for, and the achievements of agricultural land use with regard to 
environmental performance under unfavorable conditions should be emphasized. It 
has been recognized in this time that agricultural policies in general, and 
particularly those for less-favored areas (LFAs) and mountain areas, can no longer 
be conceived by focusing on the production function alone, but have to take into 
account a multitude of tasks comprising the provision of resources and services to 
the regional economy. Hence support for agricultural structures in mountain areas 
affects biodiversity, environmental development and cultural landscapes. The 
interrelationship of effects is also reflected by an increased demand for integrated 
development programs fostering the involvement of a wide range of different 
players and the search for local solutions. However, such actions require an 
adequate policy framework. Reforms of agrarian and regional policy have already 
taken up steps in this direction. This report aims at underlining the awareness 
developed and encouraging action towards the sensitivity of mountain areas. This 
aspect will have to play a substantial role in the current debate on the reform of 
EU policies. 
The principal aim of this report was to provide condensed survey information 
illustrating, however, the diversity and common approaches in the area. To this 
end, a series of study-area-specific documents have been used and served as the 
basis for focused papers following a standardized presentation structure for each 
study area of the "Central and Eastern Alps" regional group. The papers presented 
by Michael Köbler (Technical University of Munich) Paolo De Giorgi (Swiss Group for 
Mountain Regions), Gaby Eschler and Erwin Stucki (Swiss Federal Institute of 
Technology Zurich), Elena Piutti (Centro di Ecologia Alpina Monte Bondone)Tomaû 
Cunder (Agricultural Institue of Slovenia), Marija Marke? (Triglav National Park), 
Thomas Dax and Georg Wiesinger (Bundesanstalt für Bergbauernfragen) concern the 
regional context, the main impacts of mountain agriculture, the environmental 
situation and the driving forces on the environment, an assessment of the most 
relevant agri-environmental measures and strategies for future environmental 
specific mountain policy. By way of introduction and summarizing the study area 
results, the report opens with a survey of core findings on the inclusion of 
environmental concerns into mountain agricultural policies. 
These research tasks, together with the reflection of the intensifying international 
debate on mountain issues, have contributed to the understanding of the need for 
the integration of environmental concerns into mountain policies. The need is felt 
to be particularly urgent as the irreversibility of changes have to be taken into 
account in an integrated regional approach in order to prevent undesirable 
developments in the environment of our mountain areas and degradation of 
essential resources.  
You can obtain further information on the other regional networks and the whole 
study by : 
EUROMONTANA, 46 rue Philippe le Bon,  
1000 BRUSSELS, BELGIUM 
phone : 00 32 2 280 42 83, fax 00 32 2 280 42 85 
E-mail : euromontana@skynet.be 
Announcement: New European Mountain Forum Coordination Center: Gland 
Switzerland 
Posted by Francoise Mees the MF-Europe discussion list on 8 September 1998. Full 
contact information provided below. 
The coordination center of the European Mountain Forum has started to operate on 
1st August 98 from Gland, Switzerland, in the IUCN building. Mrs. Françoise Mees 
has been nominated technical administrator. 
French national, living in the Alpes de Haute Provence, F.Mees has worked to 
promote tourism in the regional park of Verdon before starting her Msc with the 
International Center of Protected Landscapes of Aberystwyth (University of Wales). 
She is now in charge of coordinating the different regional nodes of the European 
Mountain Forum, to moderate the electronic network, to administrate and to 
expand the Forum in the respect of axes decided by the members of the European 
Mountain Forum board. The coordination center will also be responsible for the 
organization of the General Assembly of the European Mountain Forum, beginning 
1999. 
The following French (thanks to the Edition Committee) text summarizes the 
following English one : 
Le texte en Français (merci au Comité de Rédaction) résume le texte en Anglais 
suivant . 
"Grâce à votre participation active, je pourrai devenir un relais technique efficace 
de ce grand défi que représente le Forum Européen de la Montagne.  
"Mon souci constant sera de respecter le souhait, clairement exprimé par les 
organisations non gouvernementales de permettre la parole au niveau le plus local. 
Le succès public du Forum Européen de la Montagne est ainsi lié à sa maitrise des 
possibilités d’expression linguistiques. La richesse des langues des territoires de 
Montagne est l’un des atouts de la diversité de la culture montagnarde. Il 
m’importera de veiller, avec vous, utilisateurs du Forum plus particulièrement 
intéressés par les zones d’Europe, et progressivement, à faire fonctionner cet outil 
du 21ème siècle aussi efficacement que le chant des bergers d’une vallée à l’autre 
autrefois.  
Le Forum Européen de la Montagne sera aussi une vitrine du développement 
durable en Europe. Plus la variété de vos interventions couvrira de domaines, plus 
un public diversifié sera à l’écoute des initiatives montagnardes.  
Pour ces deux défis : Communiquer et Promouvoir le développement durable de la 
montagne, merci de votre participation." 
With your active participation, I will be able to act as an efficient technical relay 
for the high challenge which represents the European Mountain Forum. It is really a 
huge paradox in these mountain zones, which are split into different European 
states, with different valleys and peaks, uneasy access, isolated communities, to 
create an innovative communication network, allowing knowledge and exchange of 
experiences to the most people. 
My constant concern will be to respect the clearly identified desire of the NGOs to 
ease the participation, through the most recent web techniques, at the most local 
level to enlarge reflection and action of the mountain actors. The public success of 
the European Mountain Forum is linked to its ability to welcome different linguistic 
approaches. The richness of the languages in Mountain areas is one of the assets of 
the cultural diversity in the mountains. Whatsoever complex it could appear to 
have an easy communication between so many languages: Official European Union, 
National, Regional languages or local dialects, it will be my task, with yourselves, 
users of the Forum, who are focused on the European mountain areas, and 
progressively, to make that tool of the 21st century work as smoothly and 
efficiently as the old shepherds songs from one valley to the other. 
The European Mountain Forum will also be a showcase for sustainable development 
in Europe. Your experiences, your successes will help to illustrate actively the 
ability of the Mountain areas to integrate, in the respect of the environment, an 
ever-changing modern economy. The more diversified your communications will be, 
the greater public will hear to Mountain initiatives. The impact of the information 
on external populations, who are consumers in our mountains, will be precious in 
my research of financial partnerships.  
For both challenges: communicate and promote sustainable development in 
European mountains, thanks for your participation. 
Françoise Mees, 
Coordination Center, European Mountain Forum, 28 rue Mauverney, CH 1116 Gland 
Suisse, 
Tel : +41 22 999 02 24, Fax : +41 22 999 00 20 
E-mail : europe@mtnforum.org 
Mont Perdu-Gavarnie et Canyons Associes-First celebration of its inscription as 
part of the world patrimony 
Thanks to Monique Déjean-Servières at the Agence Régionale Pour l'Environnement 
arpemp@mipnet.fr for sending this posting by Michel Geoffre (CIAPP) to the 
Mountain Forum- Europe list on 06 September 1998. Contact: Fax: +33.61.33.53.11 
E-mail: arpemp@mipnet.fr 
http://www.mtnforum.org/emaildiscuss/discuss98/europe/090698a.htm 
The inscription of «Mont perdu-Gavarnie et canyons associés» was decided on the 
basis of both its natural and cultural characteristics during the general meeting 
held in Naples last December. It is the great merit of the Association Mont perdu - 
Patrimoine mondial (MPPM) to have proposed such an inscription with the help of 
the two National Parks (Parc du Mont Perdu and Parc National des Pyrénées) -- as 
well as to have elaborated and presented to the different countries its candidacy 
folder. Thus, MPPM takes advantage of an important international project, and of 
exemplary local relationships based upon a common heritage, which have existed 
for ages between the Broto and Barèges communities. The nomination is now well-
known and greatly appreciated by the different populations.  
It is quite natural that the valleys took the initiative to organize the first 
celebration of the nomination in which their representatives took a prominent 
part. On June 21, the day of the summer solstice, the associative joint venture 
that led to a common success was thus commemorated. A commemorative plate 
noting its double nomination by UNESCO was fixed on a rock of the border line at 
Boucaro Port (Bujarelo). It was inaugurated in front of a large audience, many of 
whom had walked from Gavarnie up to the port by the Bellevue path. The group 
included a number of members of the associations, several representatives from 
the Pyrenean administrative offices and from the local councils. 
Such a symbolic day, rich in exchanges and in new projects, was very promising for 
a population so proud of its now internationally-recognized patrimony and so eager 
to preserve its landscapes and its ecology. Preservation activities will involve the 
maintenance of traditional activities as well as through the development of new 
ones, equally respectful of its natural balance and of its culture. 
 
 
Latin America 
Summary of Mountain Forum-Latin America and the Caribbean E-Conferences:  
By Ana Maria Ponce from a posting to the Mountain Forum discussion list on 9 
September 1998. Contact: e-mail: a.ponce@cgnet.com, fax: ?  349 5628 
InSitu'97 
This Electronic Workshop was organized by CONDESAN-InfoAndina from November 
3nd to December 20th, 1997. The moderator was Dr.Miguel Holle, from 
CIP/CONDESAN. It dealt with the InSitu conservation of biodiversity in the Andes. 
Over 140 participants from 12 countries were subscribed to this E-Workshop. The 
memories of the E-Conference are available in the WEB: 
http://www.condesan.org/biodiver/insitu/insit97libe.htm 
Biosphere Reserves Conservation 
This conference was organized by CONDESAN-InfoAndina from Febrauary 2nd to 
March 14th, 1998. The moderator was Dr. Carlos Ponce, from Conservation 
International- Peru. It deals with the main issues related to the conservation of 
Biosphere Reserves in Latin America. 240 participants were subscribed and over 10 
national reserves from Latin America were represented, including Argentina, Cuba, 
Ecuador, Peru, Colombia and Brasil. The memories of the E-Conference are 
available in the WEB: http://www.condesan.org/infoandi/foro/biosf.htm 
Announcing the Next MF-LAC Electronic Conference: "Local Governments and 
Sustainable Development" 
From September 14th until October 31th, CONDESAN-InfoAndina, the regional 
operator of the Mountain Forum in Latin America, and Ing. Hernan Valencia, from 
the Ecuatorian Municipal Governments Association (AME) will moderate an 
electronic discussion about "Local Governments and Rural Development". Over 60 
institutions in Latin America are registered in this event. The moderators will 
circulate two main articles per week, covering the four sub-topics selected for this 
event, and promote the discussion among the institutions interested in this 
subject. 
1. Which are the advantages of the decentralization and new types of local 
governments towards a sustainable rural development in the region?  
2. Local Governments and citizenship in rural zones (concertation tables 
and other participatory mechanisms). 
3. Local Governments, promotion and entrepreneurial development in rural 
zones. 
4. Basic requirements of the municipalities to consolidate a real local 
government with the capability to promote development and conservation 
of natural resources.  
Summary of the IESA-AL-III Conference  
The Third Latin American Simposia on Agricultural Farming Systems Research and 
Extension was held in Lima, Peru. The simposia called together 228 participants 
from Latin America, Europe and the United States. The institutions involved in the 
organization of this event were:the International Potato Center (CIP), CONDESAN, 
The National Agricultural University in La Molina, and RIMISP (Inter-American 
Network for Production Systems). 
The conference subject was "New approaches to overcome the rural poverty and 
development of local capacities". The scientific committee selected 44 articles and 
34 posters from 115 papers submitted. The organizers invited selected experts 
from different countries to present specialized discussions. The experts were: 
Alexander Schejtman, FAO, Robert Haudry from FIDA, Juan Sanchez, from CIED, 
Thomas Reardon, from Michigan State University, Alain de Janvry from the 
University of California, and German Escobar, from IICA. A round-table session was 
also organized with a panel of experts to discuss "Funding of research and 
development initiatives for rural development".  
The memories of the articles presented will be distributed inCD-ROM format to the 
participants soon. For further information contact: Dr. Patricio Malagamba, Head 
of the Organizing Committee of IESA-AL-III. P.Malagamba@cgnet.com 
Ecotourism at the Guandera Reserve in Northern Ecuador: Potatoes and Cloud 
Forest in Conflict 
Posted by Larry Frolich to the Community Based Mountain Tourism E-Conference 
on 20 Apr 1998. Contact: larry@uio.satnet.net This article was originally posted on 
Ron Mader's El Planeta Platica website under Eco Travels in South America at 
http://www.planeta.com/planeta/98/0298ecuador.html.  
By Larry M. Frolich, Esmeralda Guevara, and Marianne Fry 
For most people, potato farming is not the first thing that comes to mind as a 
major threat to tropical forests. However, in Carchi province in Northern Ecuador, 
the last significant remnant of primary inter-Andean high altitude forest is rapidly 
being cleared to plant potatoes. At the Guandera Reserve and Biological Station, 
we run an integrated ecotourism and community extension project with the goal of 
conserving what forest remains while strengthening the economic base of the 
nearby population.  
The reserve itself consists of 1000 hectares split between spectacular primary 
cloud forest and pristine alpine grasslands or "paramo." The forest is a unique relict 
(only four percent remains) and a biological treasure. Huge ancient trees, twisted 
and gnarled, are coated with mosses, bromeliads and orchids. The forest canopy, 
towering 30 meters overhead, provides refuge to over 140 species of birds including 
toucans, parrots, Andean Guan and a myriad of colorful hummingbirds and 
mountain tanagers.  
Land for the reserve was purchased with foreign donations, but the site now is self -
supporting as an ecotourism destination. A 20-bed guesthouse receives visitors, 
most of whom stay for one month as volunteer interns working in reforestation, 
environmental education and alternative agriculture. Fees charged to interns and 
tourists cover operating expenses for the reserve including salaries for our small 
staff. Besides maintaining and running the reserve, we are actively seeking ways to 
lessen the threat posed by potato farming to surrounding privately held forest land.  
Cash cropping of potatoes is the principle agricultural activity in the zone and is in 
direct conflict with the goal of conserving forest. Every year farmers cut hundreds 
of hectares to open fertile new fields for planting. However, soil nutrients are 
quickly depleted and new fields are opened to produce more cash income. In one 
year, a single hectare can generate a net income of more than $5000. Thus land 
values, even of uncut forest, are extremely high and it is difficult to convince 
farmers to leave forest lands intact. Given the prohibitive cost of conserving more 
forest via direct land purchases, we've come to recognize that the support and 
collaboration of surrounding communities may be key to long-term conservation of 
the thousands of hectares that remain in private hands. Thus, three years ago, we 
began an environmental education and alternative agriculture program that fosters 
an appreciation of the value of the forest while working towards developing 
economic activities that do not involve clear-cutting.  
The environmental education program stresses how the intact forest contributes to 
every-day life providing a source of clean fresh water and a diversity of useful 
plants, birds and insects. Realistically, the program probably functions most as a 
public relations tool, bringing the environmentalist vocabulary into the homes of 
local families while spreading the word about what we are doing up in the reserve.  
With the local agricultural cooperative, we are striving to develop new and more 
sustainable products, especially fruit trees and bushes. Here the goal is to stabilize 
the agricultural economy (the potato market sometimes crashes) and develop 
sustainable crops that continue to produce, year after year, without opening new 
fields. We also work on community reforestation with the agricultural cooperative, 
planting trees near to farmers' homes and thus providing firewood without cutting 
forest.  
Although we have only been working with local communities for three years, 
results have been positive. The most impressive change is the extent to which the 
environmentalist vocabulary has entered daily life. Many families, including the 
most prominent, talk about the need to conserve forest, to guarantee the presence 
of wildlands for their grandchildren, and to maintain a clean supply of water and 
air. Interest in planting native trees species close to the home has also been 
spurred and this year, aided by foreign donations, we are starting three community 
nurseries. The success of fruit crops as an alternative to potatoes will require more 
time before analyzing, but again interest has been heightened among farmers and 
some are experimenting independently without help from us or the agricultural 
cooperative.  
As our projects mature, we have come to see more and more not just the 
necessity, but the reward of working with local communities. Slowly but surely, we 
are coming to receive affirmation and support from the very farmers who would 
profit from cutting forest. Over the long run, the threat from potato farming might 
be neutralized by new, forest-friendly opportunities in ecotourism and sustainable 
agriculture. If we can actually succeed in strengthening the economic base through 
these endeavors, we can insure the long-term preservation of the unique Guandera 
forest.  
North America 
A Case of Community-Based Tourism in Oaxaca, Mexico 
By Teresa Morales from a posting to the Community Based Mountain Tourism E-
Conference on 20 April 1998. Contact: E-mail: muscoax@antequera.com 
http://www.mtnforum.org/emaildiscuss/discuss98/cbmt/cbmt2/042098f.htm 
The Union of Community Museums of Oaxaca, A.C. has established a cooperative to 
create and market ecological and cultural tourism services for 18 indigenous and 
mestizo villages in the Southeast of Mexico. This community-based organization has 
generated income for guides, artisans, families who provide meals, people who 
lend their bicycles and horses, as well as supporting the museums. The 
cooperative's clients include Lewis and Clark University, Canadian International 
College, Kalamazoo College, and alumni groups from Yale, UCLA, MIT, 
Northwestern University, University of Washington, and the University of Michigan.  
The Union is a non-governmental organization of eighteen indigenous and mestizo 
communities of the State of Oaxaca, which have created or are in the process of 
creating community museums. Exchange meetings beginning in 1988 gave rise to its 
foundation in 1991, and since then it has grown to include eighteen municipalities 
in the regions of the Central Valleys, the Mixteca, and Tuxtepec.  
The Union is a support network and a springboard for regional projects which 
benefit all participating communities. Each community is represented by a 
committee which has been elected by the village assembly. Among the indigenous 
peoples of Oaxaca these committees are very significant because they play a 
central role in a traditional form of local government. They are part of a large 
group of committees, which the highest authority in the village, the general 
assembly, has conferred the responsibility of creating and sustaining diverse 
community services. Each head of household of the village has the obligation to 
perform community service without pay in different capacities according to the 
appointments of the general assembly. In this way, all members of the museum 
committees are representative of their communities, and are accountable to them 
for the projects they carry out. The committees which belong to the Union have 
the great responsibility of creating and sustaining the community museums, 
institutions which seek to represent and celebrate community heritage and culture, 
as well as to further local development in diverse ways.  
On the one hand, the museum is vehicle for unifying the townspeople, for 
strengthening and revitalizing community culture. It is a place that generates pride 
and weaves together the old and new generations. To achieve this, the committees 
seek to generate community participation in the selection of the themes to be 
studied in the museum, in the research and documentation of their heritage, in the 
creation and care of collections of historical and ethnographic artifacts, and in the 
creation of exhibits. They also propose and carry out diverse projects, to revitalize 
traditional dance, traditional music, and to develop theater, radio and video 
programs.  
However, the museum committees do not divorce the cultural dimension from 
community development as a whole, nor are they focussed exclusively on the 
internal dynamics of their village. They see their museums as useful tools for a 
wide variety of efforts, such as the promotion of the town's products and crafts, 
the formation of artisan groups, and the establishment of training services for local 
administrators and farmers. The museum is also a vehicle to articulate new 
relationships between the community and people from outside, since it facilitates 
cultural exchange, and enables income-generation through the sale of visitor 
services.  
The Union formalized the project to promote tourism in 1996 with the creation of a 
cooperative, in which each participating village has two members, one appointed 
by the municipal authorities and the other in representation of the museum 
committee. The administrative council was elected and worked with consultants to 
develop its work plan.  
One of the main concerns of the cooperative was to organize a series of services 
that would allow a greater flow of visitors to the villages. On the other hand, a 
central idea was that community members would design and direct the services 
provided, in a framework of exchange and mutual respect. From the outset it was 
also important that benefits derived from the project be equitably distributed 
among village members.  
In an initial phase of the project, the administrative council and consultants met 
with the different committees and discussed at length what kind of services each 
village could provide. Over a series of meetings and experiences each town 
designed visits that include a guided tour of the museum, visits and hands-on 
activities at artisan's workshops, visits to natural sites and talks about natural 
resources, visits to historical sites, and on occasion visits to schools and talks with 
the local authorities or the museum committee. In this way communities began to 
share many of their daily activities, weaving, carving stone, plowing the fields, 
collecting medicinal plants, baking bread, making traditional foods, This was a 
sharp contrast to tours organized by commercial agencies, that had demanded 
performances of special ceremonial dances in 30 minutes.  
Part of the initial challenge was to develop a "mature product". After the initial 
phase of designing the different visits, it was necessary to continue intense contact 
between the administrative council and the museum committees to monitor how 
the activities were being planned and carried out. The cooperative hired a person 
to follow up and confirm that group visits were properly prepared. When small 
difficulties arose, the administrative council would meet with the museum 
committees and upon occasion with the municipal authorities. The community 
guides selected by the museum committees receive on-going training on subjects 
such as what ecological and cultural tourism is, what the expectations of visitors 
are, what are some of the most common cultural differences, how to prepare and 
manage visits, and first aid measures.  
In this particular experience, what factors do we consider have contributed to 
success? Perhaps most importantly, that community members are empowered 
because they are the hosts, the initiators and designers of the activities carried 
out. Community members founded the cooperative, and they decide what they will 
offer and the rates they will charge for different services. Other private, 
commercial agencies had organized some services in several of these villages but 
on the whole they reproduced relationships in which community members were 
passive objects of tourism, instead of being the ones in charge, acting as creative 
engineers of their own development.  
Another crucial element in the development of the cooperative, it that it brings 
together community members as representatives of their villages, not as private 
persons. The museum committees and the municipal authorities, both elected by 
the general assemblies of their villages, are the ones who own the business. 
Therefore they have a recognized and legitimate mandate to organize development 
efforts and to request the cooperation of different community members in the 
services offered. They are held accountable to their villages, their actions are 
public, and in a sense they are continuously under scrutiny. This makes it very 
difficult for them to channel the pay for services to a single sector of the 
community: on the one hand, the administrative council of the cooperative tries to 
spread out the income generated in the very design of the services, but also each 
local committee does the same to avoid being severely criticized in their 
communities.  
Another factor, related to the fact that the community members propose and 
design the services together with the administrative council, is that the visits are 
handled in a manner that is culturally appropriate for the host communities. For 
example, in some village visits are organized to the fiestas of the patron saint and 
the groups enjoy them very much. But none of the activities of the fiesta are 
artificially reproduced to receive a group of visitors, as some commercial agencies 
have demanded. If a group sees a performance of a ceremonial dance, it is only 
within it's normal, traditional context, and when considered appropriate by the 
people in the village. The visits designed usually develop a series of activities in 
one village, visiting the museum, artisans, walking to the fields, and are carried 
out in a rhythm akin to that of village life.  
Some of the challenges the cooperative faces have to do with the need for greater 
awareness of conservation issues. In some areas there is an intact body of ancient 
practices that conserve plants and animals, but the are severe problems in others, 
such as the handling of garbage. The Union of Community Museums is planning a 
series of workshops to begin to generate community awareness and actions to 
address some of the most urgent problems. On the other hand, the workshops to 
train community guides will begin to focus more on the documentation and 
dissemination of local knowledge of natural resources.  
Another challenge has to do with marketing. The cooperative, the administrative 
council, its staff and consultants have little marketing experience. Over the last 
three years contacts with schools and universities have allowed the development of 
a growing body of clients, but there are few relationships to other agencies which 
promote ecological and culturally aware tourism.  
HandMade in America--cultural heritage and tourism 
By Kim Yates from two separate postings to the Community Based Mountain 
Tourism E-conference on 16 and 23 April 1998. Contact: E-mail: 
wnccrafts@aol.comhttp://www.mtnforum.org/emaildiscuss/discuss98/cbmt/cbmt
1/041698d.htm 
HandMade in America is a nonprofit organization started about 4 years ago. Our 
long-term objective is make western North Carolina the center of handmade 
objects in the U.S. The organization was forged from collaborative spirit of people 
in the region. We got started by visiting 33 different places in the region and 
talking to anyone who cared to come to the meetings...craftspeople, business 
people, citizens, tourism organizations, local governments, etc. Over 360 people 
were involved. The result was a 20-year strategic plan based on our region's unique 
history of traditional and contemporary craft.  
Our philosophy is that tourism is oftentimes in conflict with local folks and the 
environment and that there is a way to work together with culture and heritage 
being the focus rather than a manmade attraction such as a waterslide or theme 
park. Handmade crafts have always been a tradition here arising from need. That 
heritage is still very much alive today. Western NC is the fourth largest producer of 
handmade crafts in the nation. Only New York, San Francisco and Santa Fe areas 
produce more. With that in mind, HandMade's mission became to celebrate the 
hand and the handmade; to nurture the creation of traditional and contemporary 
crafts; to revere and protect our resources; and to preserve and enrich the 
spiritual, cultural and community life of our region. 
One of the ways we have implemented our plan is to develop a system of self -
guided "trails" that present our craft heritage to the visitor. In this way we market 
our region to heritage tourists. The making and selling of craft in the region had 
never been considered as something that could be developed into a "tourism 
product or attraction." Craft was an under-valued sector of our economy, but an 
economic impact study we conducted showed that craft generates $122 million in 
our economy each year. Studios and galleries abound. And the Blue Ridge Parkway 
brings 22 million people a year through our region. And, based on our study, 
craftspeople expressed a desire to retail more of their products. Thus was born the 
idea for a trail system that would lead visitors to our rural regions, off the Parkway 
and into our culture. Our process was to work in each community, asking the 
citizens there to describe their own charager in part by selected places they 
wanted to share with the public. We also asked them to identify sacred places, 
where they did not want us to direct visitors so we could make sure we did not 
include any of those sites (such as the town spring, where the elders gather for 
conversation each morning). In this way, the communities of the region created 
their own tourism product.  
After these meetings, a guidebook was published--122 pages filled with 
descriptions and pictures of crafts, the people who make them, studios, galleries, 
restaurants, historic inns and other places of interest (about 350 sites in all). The 
book divides the 21 western mountain counties into seven driving trails. Each trail 
loops on and off the Parkway and takes in North Carolina scenic byways. Each trail 
section carries an introductory narrative, route map and listings illustrated by 
colorful photographs and graphics. We have sold 21,000 in 2 years all over the 
nation. Our second edition with 195 new sites is at the printer's.  
In this same fashion, we have begun a garden and countryside trail that will stretch 
the entire length of the Blue Ridge Parkway, through Virginia, and will explore the 
horticultural and agricultural heritage of the Blue Ridge Mountains. We are also 
working closely with our state's Department of Cultural Tourism to develop music 
heritage and Cherokee heritage trails.  
One of the reasons the craft heritage trails were developed was because of an 
economic impact study we conducted early on in our organizational phase. In 
general, we found that the western North Carolina craft industry enjoys a tradition 
of wide variety and solid economic achievement, thriving in every county in the 
study (20). So vital is craft production and selling that little part of the regional 
economy could prosper without its economic contribution. Furthermore, we found 
that the craft industry has a civilizing influence, rising above dollars and cents to 
enrich the lives of local residents and travelers from the world over. 
As related to tourism, we found that for full-time craft producers, most survey 
respondents (96.3%) sell their own work. About 57% use the "wholesale"--direct and 
consignment--method for the sales of craft. The most popular method of retail 
selling is at craft galleries (58%) with craft fairs being the second most effective 
venue used (28%). About 34% of crafts are sold in the county in which they are 
produced (local shops and studios), 60% are sold in North Carolina and 40% are sold 
outside the state.  
Second income producers were more dependent on local sales. Approximately 75% 
of producers were currently selling their work and the most popular method of 
selling was craft fairs (44%). About 55% of the crafts are sold in the county in which 
they are produced, 78% are sold in North Carolina and 22% are sold outside the 
state. 
In responding to the survey, over 25% indicated marketing assistance as their 
primary need for enhancing their work and many craftspeople reported a desire for 
less travel and time spent at craft fairs/shows in order to have more studio time. 
One way to address these issues was the development of the craft heritage trails 
system. Since publication of our craft heritage trails guidebook to studios and 
galleries, shops, restaurants and lodging (21,000 copies sold and the second edition 
hot off the press with about 500 listings) two years ago, those craftspeople who 
have tracked their sales have said that they have seen at least a 20% increase in 
retail sales from their studios and shops, some up to 35%. Through the trail system, 
our tradition has been linked with enterprise, boosting the income of craftspeople 
and encouraging visitors to spend more dollars while they are in the region 
(response cards from book sales indicate that 96 percent of those who took a craft 
trail bought crafts and that 34% of  those people spent between $200 and $500 
each) thus circulating more money in our economy while preserving our cultural 
traditions. 
 Global
 
Update From FAO Mountain Program 
Contributed by El-Hadji Sène, FAO Forestry Department, to the Mtn-forum 
discussion list on 14 September 1998. Contact: e-mail: mountains@fao.org fax: 39-
6-52-25-51-37 http://www.mtnforum.org/emaildiscuss/discuss98/sep98/091498a 
Two recent events have confirmed that mountain ecosystems are high on the global 
agenda. The COP IV of the Convention for Biological Diversity agreed that in the 
year 2001, the COP VII will focus on biological diversity in relation to mountain 
ecosystems. In July 1998, the UN Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC), supported 
by 106 countries agreed to recommend to the 53rd Session of the UN General 
Assembly to proclaim the year 2002 as the International Year of Mountains (IYM).  
Implementation of Chapter 13 has been greatly enhanced through the active 
involvement of governments, NGOs, individuals, international organisations and 
institutions, etc. Partnerships and networking have been keywords in moving ahead 
on the mountain agenda. Until now, accomplishments have in particular been 
related to strengthening the information sharing and dissemination related to 
mountains, which have been one aim of Chapter 13. Implementation of Chapter 13 
at the national levels still needs momentum. At national levels, in many places 
throughout the world a number of initiatives have been started, and prospects and 
hope have been building up for mountain groups and people. Many lowland urban 
populations are still not aware of their critical linkage with upstream environments 
and communities. The flow of resources still moves downstream, leaving mountain 
populations few choices in developing sustainable livelihoods. The pressure on the 
mountains and highlands is immense and grows steadily along with the increasing 
world population. The degraded mountain ecosystems impact negatively on 
lowland areas, e.g. quantity and quality of freshwater resources, which again 
increase the pressure on upland resources and thereby increase the impact of this 
vicious cycle. 
A number of catastrophic events (e.g. flooding in China and mudslides in Italy) have 
called attention to the importance of mountain forests in the livelihood and 
security in mountain areas and conservation efforts are increasing attention on the 
rich mountain biological diversity and landscapes; all this calls for more mountain 
initiatives. 
International Year of Mountains 
An International Year of Mountains is an occasion to shed light and focus activities 
towards sustainable management of the fragile mountain ecosystems. There will be 
a great need for continuing and improving partnerships and networking to avoid 
that the International Year of Mountains, shall become just another year…The 
mountain agenda should also realise the importance of disseminating mountain 
messages and issues publicly, e.g. though newsletters, reports, articles in 
newspapers, etc. 
The 53r d Session of the UN General Assembly, later this year, will hopefully 
proclaim the year 2002 as the International Year of Mountains. Furthermore, the 
General Assembly may also designate roles and responsibilities. Members of the 
Mountain Forum can use the time to initiate discussions on ideas and activities to 
be done. At the national, provincial, district levels, possible partners should be 
identified to initiate and implement mountain activities. FAO will use its huge 
network of experts in field projects, cooperating institutions and country 
representatives to support conservation and rural development in mountain areas 
during this period. 
African Node of the Mountain Forum 
Three regional nodes of the Mountain Forum have until now been established: Asia 
Pacific; European; and Latin America and Caribbean. Still not formalised in a 
network is Africa and the North America. The International Facilitating Committee 
of the Mountain Forum at its meeting in Kathmandu Nepal, 12 to 15 November 
1998, encouraged the development of the African Node and called on FAO, CGIAR 
(ILRI, ICRAF) and UNEP to facilitate the process. FAO in close cooperation with ILRI, 
UNEP, TMI and other players will soon be carrying out an assessment of possible 
partners and will subsequently recommend create modalities and specific agenda 
to establish the African Node.  
New Staffing of the FAO Mountain Programme 
1998 has been somewhat of a transition period for the FAO Mountain Programme in 
terms of staffing. As of October 1998, Douglas McGuire will be rejoining the 
programme, following his recent appointment as Senior Forest Conservation Officer 
with the Forest Conservation, Research and Education Service and shall be 
responsible for the programme on watershed management and sustainable 
mountain development. Doug is a forester by training with field experience mainly 
from Africa in watershed management. He has already been working with the 
mountain programme from 1995 –1997. During 1998, however, he has been working 
with the Community Forestry Unit of the Forestry Policy and Planning Division of 
FAO. 
Dr. Thomas Hofer, Department of Geography, University of Bern, Switzerland has 
been seconded to work with the FAO Mountain Programme. This is an excellent 
example of the unwavering Swiss Government support to the Mountain Agenda. In 
1997, Thomas was awarded the Bernese Prize for Environmental Research for his 
Ph.D. thesis "Floods in Bangladesh: A Highland-Lowland Interaction". For the last 
one and half year, Thomas has been working with ICIMOD. 
21st Session of the EFC Working Party on the Management of Mountain 
Watersheds 
At the moment, one of the main activities of the FAO Mountain Programme is to 
organise the 21st Session of the European Forestry Commission's Working Party on 
the Management of Mountain Watersheds in Marienbad, Czech Republic from 6 to 
11 October. The overriding theme of this session is Integrated Watershed 
Management. National reports will be presented by the national delegates on the 
status of management of mountain watersheds of the respective countries. Three 
papers will present the theme: 1.) Integrated Watershed Management - Concepts 
and Approaches; 2.) Restoring Mountain Watersheds: New Technical and 
Management Directions; and 3.) Mountain Ecosystem Conservation. Session 
documentation will soon be available at: 
http://www.fao.org/waicent/faoinfo/forestry/mountain/mntpag4.htm  
International Year of Mountains-2002 
The below announcement and report of the Secretary General were posted to the 
MF discussion list on 30 July 1998 by the Mountain Forum Moderators, Jason Espie 
and Elizabeth Byers. E-mail: mfmod@mtnforum.org 
http://www.mtnforum.org/emaildiscuss/discuss98/jul98/073098b.htm 
We are pleased to hear through Anne Rogers of UN/DESA/DSD and El Hadji Sene of 
the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United Nations that the ECOSOC 
has today adopted, by consensus, a resolution recommending that the General 
Assembly, at its 53rd session, proclaim the year 2002 as the International Year of 
Mountains. 
The draft enjoyed very wide support, with 106 co-sponsors. The draft resolution 
number is E/1998/L.21. This will be changed when the list of final ECOSOC 
resolutions is compiled. 
Many thanks to the Mountain Forum members who wrote letters of support for this 
initiative! If approved by the General Assembly, the International Year of 
Mountains should provide an great opportunity for outreach and north-south 
cooperation on critical mountain issues. Ideas for how the Mountain Forum 
membership can help are welcome! 
We are pleased to share with you some of the key excerpts of the Report of the 
Secretary-General on "Coordination, programme and other questions: proclamation 
of an international year of mountains" issued by the UN Economic and Social 
Council. This document is hosted in its entirety on the Mountain Forum's on-line 
library, http://www.mtnforum.org but because it has profound relevance to many 
of us, the Mountain Agenda, and this network, we felt it necessary to share some of 
it with you here. The Mountain Forum is referred to frequently in the text, as are 
many of the organizations and individuals that have been working hard to advocate 
and promote Agenda 21, Chapter 13. This report is certainly an important 
milestone in the history of Chapter 13 since its adoption at UNCED in 1992. Because 
of the report's size we have divided it into two separate email postings: (Part 1 of 
2) and (Pt. 2 of 2). 
We hope you find it of interest and welcome any comments, feedback or thoughts. 
Excerpts from "Coordination, programme and other questions: proclamation of 
an international year of mountains," Report of the Secretary-General, New 
York, 6-31 July 1998 Full text available at: 
http://www.mtnforum.org|/emaildiscuss/discuss98/aug98/082898g.htm 
The Economic and Social Council, in its resolution 1997/45 of 22 July 1997 entitled 
"Proclamation of an international year of mountains", mindful that mountains 
represented an essential component of the global life-support system and 
recognizing that they were essential to the survival of the global ecosystem, 
welcomed and supported the ongoing efforts to protect fragile mountain 
ecosystems and to promote sustainable mountain development.  
Desirability of proclaiming an international year of mountains 
The inclusion of a separate chapter on mountains in Agenda 21, adopted by the 
United Nations Conference on Environment and Development in 1992, indicates the 
crucial importance of these fragile ecosystems to the international community. As 
noted in Economic and Social Council resolution 1997/45, at least one fifth of the 
Earth’s land surface is covered by mountains, and about 10 per cent of the world’s 
population live in mountainous regions, including highlands. A far greater 
proportion of the world’s population depends on mountain resources such as water, 
agriculture, forestry, mining and biological diversity. It is estimated that mountains 
provide the freshwater needs for more than half of humanity - are, in effect, the 
"water towers" of the world - a point brought out in the recent discussion of 
freshwater issues at the sixth session of the Commission on Sustainable 
Development held from 20 April to I May 1998. Mountains also provide a significant 
portion of the Earth’s timber, minerals and grazing land. As reported by FAO, 
mountains harbour by far the largest number of distinct ethnic groups, varied 
remnants of cultural traditions, environmental knowledge and habitat adaptations; 
they host some of the world’s most complex agro-cultural gene pools and 
traditional management practices. The fact that mountains offer a rich variety of 
vast natural landscapes and cultures has made them very attractive in terms of 
tourism, one of the world’s largest industries. These resources and services in 
mountain areas are of more than national or regional importance; they have a truly 
global significance for the future of humankind.3 
Indications of support for a year, including suggestions for proposed activities 
The replies received from Governments and international, regional and non-
governmental organizations to the requests for views on the desirability of 
declaring an international year of mountains recognize the important and essential 
attributes of mountains described above and the critical need to protect and 
manage sustainably their fragile ecosystems. All 16 replies received from 
Governments support the proposal to proclaim an international year of mountains 
and several indicate that they are already planning or considering special activities 
to be held in connection with such a year. In Kyrgyzstan, a number of activities are 
planned or have already been undertaken as a follow-up to the 1996 Bishkek 
conference and in preparation for an international year, including a regional 
"Workshop on Central Asian Mountains", held in Bishkek in May 1998. The 
Government of Kyrgyzstan hopes that this workshop, which was held in 
collaboration with the Asia Pacific Mountain Network (APMN) and the International 
Centre for Integrated Mountain Development (ICIMOD), will be a model for 
additional regional meetings on other continents held to mark an international year 
of mountains. The sponsors expect that inputs from such meetings could contribute 
to a proposed international conference on mountains and development that would 
take place in Bishkek during such an international year. In addition, the 
International University of Kyrgyzstan and ICIMOD have agreed, in a memorandum 
of understanding signed in January 1998, on a number of other preparatory 
activities, including the establishment of an international organizing committee for 
a year of mountains. Other specific ideas with respect to promoting an 
international year include a proposal by Andorra to organize an international 
seminar on the influence of a mountain environment on the philosophy of foreign 
relations, and the possible convening by Switzerland of a symposium linking science 
and community development. 
Several other States (Germany, Italy, Pakistan, Turkey) indicated that they would 
be planning special events to celebrate an international year of mountains should a 
decision be taken to declare one. Some respondents (France, Switzerland) noted 
the importance of regional initiatives, for example, within the framework of the 
Alpine Convention. Others (Japan, Lesotho) have stated that activities would be 
planned in connection with national legislative proposals, including national action 
plans for Agenda 21. Mongolia conveyed the expectation that an international year 
of mountains would contribute to a better understanding of landlocked 
mountainous countries.  
Among United Nations organizations, FAO has been designated task manager for 
mountain issues by IACSD and could be expected to continue its role as lead agency 
during an international mountain year. To facilitate the implementation of chapter 
13 of Agenda 21, FAO has been planning to hold a global consultation on 
sustainable mountain development in 1999 or 2000, but the organization has 
indicated that the year could be changed to coincide with an international year of 
mountains, should one be declared after 1999 or 2000. FAO sees the objectives of 
an international year of mountains as encompassing increased awareness of, and 
knowledge about, mountain ecosystems, their dynamics and functioning; promotion 
and defence of the cultural heritage of mountain communities; and conservation 
and sustainable development of mountain resources for present and future human 
well-being. 
The United Nations University (UNU) has also been active in promoting mountain 
research and development, particularly during the United Nations Conference on 
Environment and Development process, and currently supports (with the 
International Mountain Society) a quarterly journal called "Mountain Research and 
Development". UNU anticipates that an international year of mountains could 
contribute to a better public awareness of the value and fragility of mountain 
environments and could correct some of the misunderstandings concerning 
mountains that continue to exist. The United Nations Educational, Scientific and 
Cultural Organization (UNESCO) also contributes to the study and protection of 
mountain areas through its Man and the Biosphere (MAB) Programme. 
Non-governmental organizations involved in mountain issues are committed to 
pursuing the goals of chapter 13 of Agenda 21, as well as to addressing new 
concerns such as conservation, culture and sacred values. Building on the 
momentum from the Earth Summit, a world consultation of mountain non-
governmental organizations held in Lima in February 1995 formally established the 
International Mountain Forum, a network of organizations, institutions and 
individuals with a shared interest in sustainable mountain development. With 
major financial support provided by the Government of Switzerland, the Mountain 
Forum operates primarily as a decentralized structure with regional and 
subregional focal points established to coordinate networking activities. Much of its 
work is carried out through electronic mail consultations and conferences, which 
have helped canvass the views of a large number of non-governmental 
organizations on the desirability of proclaiming an international year. The Forum’s 
regional networks have indicated their vigorous support for a United Nations 
declaration of an international year of mountains and have pledged the full 
cooperation and efforts of their members in its celebration. One of these, APMN is, 
as noted above, already working with ICIMOD and the International University of 
Kyrgyzstan to prepare for an international conference on mountains and 
development to be held during an international year. APMN sees among the 
benefits to be gained from such a year the further development of information 
networks, especially in the newly independent Central Asian States, and the 
stimulation of scientific research on mountain problems. APMN also has plans to 
collaborate with other partners in a travelling photographic exhibition to be called 
"Mountains of the world". The Mountain Institute (TMI), which currently serves as 
global representative for the over 600 members of the Mountain Forum, anticipates 
that the proclamation of an international year would not only greatly enhance 
global awareness of fragile mountain ecosystems, but also call attention to the 
need for specific policies and activities that support integrated community-based 
approaches to addressing the special needs of mountain people, who are among 
the world’s poorest. In addition, several national non-governmental organizations 
based in India and Azerbaijan have responded to the request for views with their 
firm support for the declaration of an international year of mountains. 
Ensuring the sustainable development of mountain countries 
In considering ways and means through which Governments and international, 
regional, national and local organizations could help achieve a better 
understanding of mountain issues and greater cooperation in ensuring sustainable 
mountain development, the Economic and Social Council in its resolution 1997/45 
highlighted the following key elements: 
(a) Awareness-raising activities; 
(b) Coordination of regional and international cooperation;  
(c) Exchange of information and experiences; 
(d) Support for subregional and interregional agreements on mountains regarding 
their protection and sustainable and equitable development; 
(e) Encouragement of regional, national and international networking activities. 
Each of these elements can make an important contribution to the furtherance of 
international cooperation and understanding, which constitute the declared 
purpose of celebrating international years. Each also encompasses, to varying 
extents, existing activities that offer opportunities for further success in efforts to 
ensure the sustainable development of mountain areas and their inhabitants. 
Actions in support of these five areas can and do take place at all levels: at the 
international level through the Commission on Sustainable Development’s 
monitoring of the implementation of chapter 13, through the FAO programmes 
dealing with sustainable mountain development and watershed management, and 
through the activities of other organizations such as UNESCO (MAB programme), the 
World Meterological Organization (WMO), the United Nations Environment 
Programme (UNEP) and UNU; at regional and subregional levels through those 
organizations and treaties devoted to specific mountain ranges of regions (for 
example, the Alpine Convention, APMN) and the network of agricultural research 
centres known as the Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research 
(CGIAR); nationally through domestic legislative procedures and government 
initiatives, including the adoption of mountain-specific policies and laws and the 
establishment of national plans and commissions for sustainable development; and 
locally through grass-roots, largely non-governmental organizations, support for 
traditional, indigenous knowledge systems and the cultural heritage of mountain 
communities, as well as the improvement of the economic and social conditions of 
mountain peoples. 
Conclusions 
The adoption by the international community in 1992 of chapter 13 of Agenda 21 
has generated a genuine enthusiasm for and interest in mountain ecosystems and 
their conservation and sustainable development. This interest is a shared one 
among mountain communities, non-governmental organizations, international 
organizations and governmental institutions, at national, regional and international 
levels. There is a continuing need for rigorous interdisciplinary scientific research 
on mountains that takes into account the knowledge and traditions of the mountain 
inhabitants themselves.  
A more recent report, to be published by FAO in the latter half of 1998, concludes 
that what is now needed is an agreed prioritization - at regional and global levels - 
of the objectives contained in chapter 13 and other components of the "Mountain 
Agenda". The report suggests that while freshwater, biological diversity and 
tourism might be global priorities, each of the intergovernmental and non-
governmental organization consultations held since Rio has produced its own, 
different set of priorities for mountain issues. The elaboration of national action 
plans for mountain areas and the integration of mountain concerns in national 
policies and strategies for sustainable development could help focus the decision-
making process in mountain countries.8 
The argument has been put forth by the active participants of the mountain 
community - Governments, international organizations, research institutions, non-
governmental organizations, individuals and scholars that the proclamation of an 
international year of mountains would provide an impetus for the work still 
required to achieve the objective of chapter 13, namely, sustainable mountain 
development. Other ways and means have also been suggested. The largely 
untapped role of the private sector especially major industries like tourism, 
energy, forestry and mining, which affect mountain regions around the world also 
offers opportunities. While there is now a greater recognition of  the enormous 
value mountains confer on the global economy, society and environment, much still 
needs to be done at all levels to protect, conserve and sustainably manage these 
resources. The responses received from Governments, non-governmental 
organizations and organizations of the United Nations system suggest that the 
proclamation of an international year of mountains at an appropriate time could 
contribute to the efforts to achieve such objectives.  
What’s New – Global Information Server Node 
Membership Survey Results 
By Jason Espie, from a posting to the MF Discussion list on 9 September 1998. As of 
9 September1998 the Mountain Forum had 805 registered members. Below are 
updated, abbreviated survey results from all Mountain Forum registrants. 
http://www.mtnforum.org/emaildiscuss/discuss98/sep98/090998b.htm 
Mountain Forum Members’ Geographic Location: 
Following is a breakdown of where members currently reside, by region:  
 Count Percentage 
Africa  26 3% 
Asia/Pacific 212 26% 
Europe  189 23% 
Latin America  100 12% 
North America 278 35% 
Total Membership: 805  
Note: Each of the following questions permitted multiple answers, so percentages 
total more than 100% 
Mountain Forum Regional Networks 
Following is an indication of overall members’ interest by region. Many members 
indicated more than one regional affiliation: 
Asia/Pacific  48% 
Latin America 30% 
Africa 11% 
Europe  28% 
North America 28% 
Global 29% 
Members’ Geographic Extent of Work: 
Mountains in general:  25.2% 
One mountain range or massif 29.9% 
Several mountain regions 37.4% 
One particular mountain 3.9% 
Members’ Relation to Mountains 
Professional working in mountains  
or on mountain issues 69.2% 
Person interested in mountains 40.4% 
Visitor or user of mountains 27.5% 
Mountain inhabitant 26.3% 
Members’ Principal Type of Work: 
Activism 16.8% 
Administration 11.2% 
College or graduate studies: 16.9% 
Policy development  34.5% 
Project implementation 41.9% 
Research  63.2% 
Teaching 27.1% 
Members’ Institutional Affiliation: 
Donor organization 4.3% 
Government 11.1% 
Intergovernmental organization  4.5% 
No affiliation (private member) 9.1% 
Non-governmental org (NGOs)  27.1% 
Intl Non-governmental org (INGO) 6.8% 
University or research  39.3% 
NGOs (non-University affiliated) 23.2% 
Other 9.8% 
Members’ Access to Internet: 
E-mail  85.5% 
World Wide Web 63.6% 
Announcing! Mountain Ranges of the World Atlas on the World Wide Web: 
Posted to the Mountain Forum discussion lists by Jason Espie on 26 August 1998. 
Contact: mfmod@mtnforum.org, fax: +1-304-358-2400.  
There is a new service available on the Mountain Forum's World Wide Web page--
the Mountain Forum Atlas. Everyone is encouraged to visit the World Wide Web 
address: 
http://www.mtnforum.org/resources/atlas/world.htm  
For those who do not have access to the World Wide Web, a copy of a map is 
included with this issue of the Bulletin.  
A special "thank you" is due to Matthew Sherald of TMI's GIS Lab for his efforts in 
making this atlas available to the Mountain Forum. If you find these maps useful or 
interesting please do share this message with appropriate friends and colleagues. A 
more detailed explanation of the maps and the GIS work being done follows. 
Mountains Of The Worlds: GIS Database for The Mountain Forum. By Matthew 
Sherald.  
Purpose 
Development of a GIS database of the mountains of the world was initiated to help 
support the networking goals of the Mountain Forum (MF). The first application of 
the MF GIS database was to link the existing Mountain Forum membership database 
with a spatial database allowing for geographical queries of interested MF 
members. In the future, the GIS database may also include data about mountain 
areas such as, environmental issues, active regional organizations, or designated 
protected areas. The GIS Mountains of the World database, integrated with World 
Wide Web technology, will serve as a window through which the MF organization 
and its membership may share and access pertinent information worldwide on 
mountains.  
The Mountains of the World GIS database is a generalized representation of 
mountainous regions throughout the world. Polygons are used to symbolize massifs. 
Each polygon is assigned a number (GISID) which then links that polygon to other 
databases (i.e. MF membership database). Assigning definite boundaries to a 
mountain range or massif is problematic.  
Discerning the shape of these discreet polygons is not a science. It is a best guess. 
The root of this inexactness lies in the basic argument surrounding, "What is a 
mountain?" How are mountain regions defined? There is no universal rule to help 
designate what is or is not a mountain. Some would argue, that the concept of 
mountains is not really so much a morphologic/topologic construct as it is a mental 
construct with cultural ideas defining the boundaries. The fact that one range may 
retain several distinct names belies the trend that culture determines the naming 
and subsequent identification of a mountain range. Mountains are the raised 
portions of the earth's surface. The earth's surface is a continuous global coverage-
it has no boundaries. However, to facilitate database integration, boundaries have 
been assigned to mountain regions.  
It is hoped that the polygonal mountain ranges in this GIS database will be 
recognizable across a broad spectrum of cultures and educational levels. Most 
polygons have been generalized to provide users with a familiar shape. In this way 
the GIS database is like a cartogram whose boundaries are generalized, but 
geographic orientation is preserved. The names used to identify the mountain 
ranges are derived from atlas and map information as well as MF member input. It 
is well understood that these names vary according to cultural and linguistic 
background. 
A user of the Mountains of the World interface may notice that not all massifs are 
represented by the database. This omission of various mountainous regions is not 
intentional. A user may also have difficulty identifying subranges that exist within 
larger mountainous environs. Again, this is not an intentional omission. Where 
possible, subranges and smaller massifs may be included with larger mountain 
regions. This has been done for convenience of display and should not be construed 
as an omission.  
The massifs that have been identified and digitized, to create the Mountains of the 
World database, are massifs in which Mountain Forum members have expressed an 
interest (as per the MF member registration form). Such a broad interest base has 
been challenging to represent. Keeping the database current with the member 
interest base will require additions and edits in the future. It is hoped that this 
database will grow with the Mountain Forum membership base into a 
comprehensive representation of mountain regions world wide. 
Future 
The GIS database is designed to grow and change to meet the requirements of the 
MF constituency and staff. Editing of polygons and new additions are anticipated. 
The database is designed to be updated. New information will be added to help 
enhance the informative capabilities of The Mountains of the World GIS database. 
We welcome suggestions for usage, updates, corrections, changes, and any general 
comments you may have.  
Next Mountain Forum E-mail Conference (1999) 
Posted to the Mtn-forum discussion list by Elizabeth Byers on 10 September 1998. 
Contact: e-mail: mfmod@mtnforum.org fax: +1-304-358-2400 
It's already time to begin planning for the next Mountain Forum e-mail conference! 
We would like to choose a theme that is useful and interesting to all of you.  
We are very grateful to the Swiss Agency for Development Cooperation (SDC) for 
supporting the electronic networking services of the Mountain Forum. SDC has 
offered to support an e-mail conference which addresses the upcoming work 
programme of the United Nations Commission on Sustainable Development. The 
themes for the year 2000 are all relevant to sustainable mountain development. 
They are:  
United Nations Commission on Sustainable Development 2000 session 
· Sectoral theme: Integrated planning and management of land resources  
· Cross-sectoral theme: Financial resources/trade and investment/economic 
growth  
· Economic sector/major group: Agriculture and Forests, including outcome 
of the Intergovernmental Forum on Forests (IFF)  
Since our 1996 e-mail conference on "Investing in Mountains" has already addressed 
the second (cross-sectoral) theme, we would like to hear your thoughts and 
preferences on either: 
1. Integrated planning and management of land resources, or 
2. Agriculture and forests 
Please contact the Mountain Forum Moderator at mfmod@mtnforum.org with your 
comments. Once we have a theme identified, we will be asking for guest 
moderators and volunteers to help plan the e-mail conference. The conference 
itself will be held in the spring of 1999. We will plan to produce a report to support 
practitioners in the field and policy advocacy at the United Nations in the year 
2000. 
 
 
List of Mountain Networks 
The below list of networks was originally compiled by Elizabeth Byers, Mountain 
Forum Moderator, and posted to the Mountain Forum discussion list on 1 
September 1998. It has been contributed to significantly by members. Please help 
the Mountain Forum to maintain and update this list by sending new mountain 
network information and address changes to mfmod@mtnforum.org; or fax: +1-
304-358-2400. This list may be found on-line at: 
http://www.mtnforum.org/resources/library/netwo98a.htm 
Note: This is a list of mountain networks only. It does not attempt to list the 
many organizations involved in sustainable mountain development, several 
hundred of which are listed in the Mountain Forum's On-line Library. 
AFRICA  
African Mountain Forum (in the formation process)  
Contact: Jason Espie, Mountain Forum Global Information Server Node, The 
Mountain Institute, P.O. Box 907, Franklin, WV 26807 USA. Tel.: 1-304-358-2401, 
Fax: 1-304-358-2400, E-mail:jespie@mountain.org Web: http://www.mtnforum.org 
. 
African Mountains Association  
Contact: Tewolde Berhan Gebre Egziabher, Secretary General, African Mountains 
Association, P.O. Box 12760, Addis Abeba, Ethiopia, Fax 0025 11 55 23 50, E-mail: 
epa@padis.gn.apc.org . 
African Mountain Protected Areas Network  
Contact: Peter Blignaut, 14 Kreupelbosch Way, Constantia, Cape Town 7800, South 
Africa; tel 27 21 794 48 36; fax 27 21 930 23 08, E-mail: blignaut@icon.co.za. 
Lesotho Mountain Research Group  
Contact: None Mokitimi, Institute of Southern African Studies, National University 
of Lesotho P O Roma 130, Lesotho tel: (09266) 340601/340247, fax: (09266) 
340000, E-mail: N.Mokitimi@nul.ls. 
Community Environment Network, South Africa  
Contact: Michael Cohen, Community Environment Network, 36 River Road, Walmer 
Port Elizabeth 6070 South Africa. Tel: 27-41-512 983, Fax: 27-41-512 983, E-mail: 
steenbok@iafrica.com. 
The Magaliesberg Protection Association (MPA).  
Contact: E-mail: mpa@mountain.org.za, Web: http://mpa.mountain.org.za. 
MF-AFRICA e-mail list (mountain issues in Africa)  
Contact: Mountain Forum Moderator, E-mail: mfmod@mtnforum.org  
ASIA PACIFIC 
Asia Pacific Mountain Forum and Asia Pacific Mountain Network  
Contact: Shahid Akhtar, International Centre for Integrated Mountain Development, 
G.P.O. Box 3226, Kathmandu, Nepal Tel.: (00977-1) 523313 Fax: (00977-1) 536747 
E-mail: shahid@icimod.org.np. Web: http://www.south-
asia.com/icimod/apmn/main.htm  
Australasia-Pacific Mountain Forum  
Contact: Kenneth Hughey, Director, Centre for Mountain Studies, P.O. Box 84, 
Lincoln University, New Zealand. Tel.: (03) 3252 811, E-mail: 
hugheyk@lincoln.ac.nz. Web: http://www.lincoln.ac.nz/cms/cms.htm. 
North Central Asia Mountain Forum  
Contact: Yuri Badenkov Institute of Geography, Russian Academy, Staromonvtny, 
29, 109017, Moscow, Russia. Tel.: +7 (095) 418 5532, Fax: +7 (095) 959 00 33, E-
mail: baden@zhk.l-card.msk.ru.  
West Asia Mountain Forum  
Contact: Onur Erkan Head, Department of Agricultural Economics, Faculty of 
Agriculture, University of Cukurova, 01330 Adana, Turkey. Tel.: 90-322.338 6090, 
Fax: 90-322.338 6746, E-mail: oerkan@pzmuk.cc.cu.edu.tr . 
South East Asia Mountain Forum  
Contact: Lucrecio L. Rebugio, Professor and Dean, University of the Philippines Los 
Banos, College of Forestry, College, Laguna, Philippines. P.O. Box 132. Tel.: 63-49-
536-3996, Fax: 63-49-536-3206, E-mail: llreb@laguna.net . 
North East Asia Mountain Forum  
Contact: Hajime Makita, College of Liberal Arts, Hirosaki University, Japan. 
Tel/Fax: 81 172 393956, E-mail: makhaji@hirosaki-u.ac.jp  
Australian Mountain Protected Areas Network  
Contact: Graeme Worboys, Regional Manager, Southern Region, New South Wales 
National Parks and Wildlife Service, P O Box 733, Queanbeyan NSW 2620, Australia. 
Tel: 61 62 97 61 44; Fax 61 62 97 48 51, E-mail: graeme.worboys@npws.nsw.gov.au 
. 
International Association for Ladakh Studies (IALS)  
Contact: John Bray, Hon. Secretary, 55B Central Hill, London SE19 1BS UK. E-mail: 
miyoko@jblon.win-uk.net, Website (under construction): http://ibm.rhrz.uni-
bonn.de:80/~upp701/IALShome.html.  
Australian Institute of Alpine Studies  
Contact: Dr. Ken Green, P.O. Box 2228, Jindabyne NSW 2627. Tel: 02 6450 5538, 
Fax: 02 6456 2240. E-mail: ken.green@npws.nsw.gov.au, Web: 
http://www.environment.gov.au/environment/bg/alpine/ 
Himalayan Explorers Club and HimalayaNet e-mail list  
Contact: Scott Dimetrosky, President, Himalayan Explorers Club, PO Box 3665, 
Boulder, CO 80307 USA. Fax: 1-303-494-8822, E-mail: Himexp@aol.com , 
Association of District Development Committees of Nepal (ADDCN)  
Contact: ADDCN, Ga 1-658 Dillibazar, Kathmandu, Nepal. Tel: (977-1) 422 529, Fax: 
(977-1) 420 482. E-mail: pddp@wlink.com.np.  
Nepal Studies Association and Himalayan Research Bulletin  
Contact: Barbara Brower, Geography Department, Portland State University, Box 
751, Portland, OR 97207-0751 USA. Phone: (1-800) 547-8887; ask for 725-8312; 
(503) 725-8044 or 725-8312, Fax: (503) 725-3166, E-mail: hrb@geog.pdx.edu 
Nepal Forum of Environmental Journalists (NEJEF)  
Contact: Nepal Forum of Environmental Journalists, GPO Box 5143, Thapathali, 
Kathmandu, Nepal. Tel: 977 1 261991 / 260348, Fax: 977 1 261991, E-mail: 
nefej@env.mos.com.np.  
Tuberculosis Network in Nepal (tbNET)  
Contact: c/o SAARC Tuberculosis Centre, Thimi, Bhaktapur, PO Box 9517, 
Kathmandu Nepal. Tel: (977-1) 613 048, 610 706, 610 033, Fax: (977-1) 613 061. E-
mail: tbnet@mos.com.np, Web: http://www.south-asia.com/ngotb.  
Kathmandu Environmental Education Project  
Contact: KEEP, P.O. Box 9178, Jyatha Thamel, Kathmandu. Tel: 977 1 250646, Fax: 
977-1-411533, E-mail: tour@keep.wlink.com.np 
EUROPE 
European Mountain Forum 
Contact: Françoise Mees, Coordination Centre, European Mountain Forum, 28 rue 
Mauverney, CH 1116 Gland, Suisse, Tel : +41 22 999 02 24, Fax : +41 22 999 00 20 
E-mail: Europe@mtnforum.org 
ARGE Alpen-Adria c/o Amt der Kärntner Landesregierung 
Contact: Dr. Lausegger Josef, Arnulfplatz 1, A-9020 Klagenfurt, Tel. +43463-536-0, 
+43463-515016, Fax: +43463-53630198 
Alpenforum 
Lutzmannsdorf 14, A-8861 St. Georgen ob Murau, Tel & Fax. +433537/664 
Carpathians Mountain Forum  
Contact: Peter Sabo, IUCN Slovakia, Moyzesova 176, 033 01 Liptovsky, Hradok, 
Tel/fax: +421-844-224425, E-mail: iucb.ba@internet.sk. 
Caucasian Mountain Network and Caucasus Mountain Forum  
Contact: Ivan Vashakmadze, Director, Sustainable Tourism Centre, Georgia 14 
Griboeduv Street 380008 Tbilisi, Tel.: 00 (9532) 995873, Fax: 00 (9532) 995873, E-
mail: stc@access.sanet.ge  
Central/Western Middle European Mountain Forum (Massif Central, Vosges, Harz, 
Black Forest, French Jura, Swiss Jura, Polish Sudeten, Czech Sudenten)  
Contact: Krzystof Kormoniki, ZDANIE Association, 57-516 St. Bystrzyla, Wojitowice 
19 Poland. Tel.: 00-48-22-621 3439, Fax: 00-48-74-111 880/00-48-22-621 3439, E-
mail: zdanie@netgate.com.pl 
Central/Western Middle European Mountain Forum (French Jura)  
Contact: Patrick Gury, Director, Franche Comte Envie, Besancon. Tel/fax:33-3-
81470234.  
Central/Western Middle European Mountain Forum (Czech Sudeten)  
Contact: Joseph Pivonka, Krknoski National Park. Tel/fax:420-43823095. 
Northern European Mountain Forum  
Contact: Tom Warren, Director, High Mountain Research Station - Finse, c/o 
Biological Institute, Box 1050, Blindern, University of Oslo, 0316 Oslo Norway. 
Tel:+47 22 85 47 94, Fax: +47 22 85 46 05, E-mail: j.t.warren@bio.uio.no.  
CH-Regio  
Contact: Francois Parvex, CH-Regio, La Place, 1837 Chateau-d'Oex, Switzerland. 
Tel: 026-924-72-80, Fax: 026-924-79-97, E-mail: serec.chregion@span.ch, Web: 
http://www.ch-regio.ch. 
Euromontana  
Contact: 46 rue Philippe le Bon, 1000 Brussels. Tel: +32-2-280-4283, Fax: 4285, E-
mail: euromontana@skynet.be. 
CIPRA  
Contact: Im Bretscha 22, 9494 Schaan, Liechtenstein. Tel: +41-75237-4030, Fax: 
4031, E-mail: cipra@cipra.lol.li. 
CIAPP  
Contact: 14 rue de Tivoli, 31068 Toulouse, France. Tel: +33-561-55-16-05, Fax: 
+33-561-33-53-11, E-mail: ciapp@starway.tm.fr. 
Reseau Alpin des Espaces Proteges  
Contact: Guido Plassmann, LAMA, 17 rue Maurice Gignoux, 38031 Grenoble, France. 
Tel +33-476-63-5946, Fax 5877, E-mail: pguido@iga.ujf-grenoble.fr. 
Alpnet  
Contact: Prof. Georg Grabherr, Dept. of Vegetation Ecology and Conservation 
Biology, Inst. of Plant Physiology, University of Vienna, Althanstr. 14, A-1090 Wien. 
Tel: +43 1 31336 1422 or +43 2273 2085, Fax: +43 1 31336 776 or +43 2273 2085, E-
mail: grab@pflaphy.pph.univie.ac.at. 
Pro Vita Alpina 
Contact: Dr. Haid Hans, Heiligenkreuz 8 Roale, A-6450 Sölden, Tel & Fax. +435254-
2733 
MF-EUROPE e-mail list (mountain issues in Europe)  
Contact: Mountain Forum Moderator, E-mail: mfmod@mtnforum.org  
LATIN AMERICA 
Latin American Mountain Forum and MF-LAC e-mail list  
Contact: Ana Maria Ponce, CIP/CONDESAN, Centro Internacional de al Papa (CIP), 
Apartado Postal 1558, Lima 100 Peru. Tel: 51-1-349 6017, Fax: 51-1-349 5638, E-
mail: a.ponce@cgnet.com, Web: http://www.condesan.org/infoandi/foro/mf2.htm  
Consortium for the sustainable development of the Andean ecoregion (CONDESAN) 
and InfoAndina  
Contact: Ana Maria Ponce, CIP/CONDESAN, Centro Internacional de al Papa (CIP), 
Apartado Postal 1558, Lima 100 Peru. Tel: 51-1-349 6017, Fax: 51-1-349 5638, E-
mail: Infoandina@cip.msm.cgnet.com , Web: 
http://www.condesan.org/cip/Condesan/E_HOME.HTM  
Andean Mountains Association  
Contact: Fausto O. Sarmiento, Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies, 
University of Georgia, G40 Baldwin Hall, Campus. Athens, GA 30602-1619 USA. 
Phone: 1-706.542.9079, Fax: 1-706.542.8432, E-mail: fsarmien@uga.cc.uga.edu , 
Web: http://www.uga.edu/~clacs.html 
Red de los Andes Centrales-Peru  
Contact: Jorge Recharte, Instituto de Montaña, Apartado 01, Huaraz, PERU. Tf.: 
(51-44) 723446, Fx.: (51-44) 726610. E-mail: apu-tmi@amauta.rcp.net.pe  
Red Agroforestal Ecuatoriana (RAFE)  
Contact: Juan Carlos Romero, National Co-ordinator of RAFE, Tele-Fax 593-2-
227977, E-mail: rafe@dfpafao.org.ec 
PROBONA  
Contact: Ana Oestreich, Programa de Bosques, Unión Mundial para la Naturaleza, 
Oficina Regional para América del Sur, UICN SUR, Ave. Atahualpa 955 y República, 
Edificio DIGICOM, 4to. Piso, Quito - Ecuador. Tel: ++ 593 2 466622, ++ 593 2 
466623, Fax: ++ 593 2 466624. E-mail: anaoest@uicnsur.satnet.net. 
MF-DISCUSS e-mail list (Andean Paramos issues)  
Contact: Mountain Forum Moderator, E-mail: mfmod@mtnforum.org  
NORTH AMERICA  
North American Mountain Forum (in the formation process)  
Contact: Jason Espie, Mountain Forum Global Information Server Node, The 
Mountain Institute, P.O. Box 907, Franklin, WV 26807 USA. Tel.: 1-304-358-2401, 
Fax: 1-304-358-2400, E-mail: jespie@mountain.org Web: 
http://www.mtnforum.org . 
The Corridor (Southern Appalachian Culture and Natural Heritage Forum)  
Contact: Brian O'Connor, The Corridor, P.O. Box 123, Waynesboro, VA 22980 USA. 
Tel: (540) 949-7687, Fax (540) 949-7740, E-mail: corridor@cfw.com. 
Appalachian Restoration Campaign/Heartwood  
Contact: Appalachian Restoration Campaign, P.O. Box 5541, Athens, OH 45701 USA. 
Tel: 1-614-592-3968, E-mail: appalachian@envirolink.org Web: 
http://www.bloomington.in.us/heartwood/ARC/. 
National Network of Forest Practitioners  
Contact: Thomas Brendler, Coordinator, NNFP, P.O. Box 390512, Cambridge, 
MA 02139 USA, Tel: 1-617-338-7821, Fax: 1-617-422-0881 
E-mail: tbrendler@igc.apc.org 
Southern Appalachian Forest Coalition  
Contact: PO Box 2059, Asheville, NC 28802 USA. E-mail: safc@safc.org, Web: 
http://www.safc.org/index.html  
Rocky Mountain Institute  
Contact: RMI, 1739 Snowmass Creek Road, Snowmass, Colorado 81654-9199 USA. 
Tel: 1-970-927-3851, Fax: 1-970-927-3420, E-mail: rjacobs@rmi.org, Web: 
http://www.rmi.org . 
MF-NAMERICA e-mail list (North American mountain issues)  
Contact: Mountain Forum Moderator, E-mail: mfmod@mtnforum.org  
GLOBAL 
Mountain Forum and MTN-FORUM e-mail list  
Contact: Mountain Forum Moderator, Mountain Forum Global Information Server 
Node, The Mountain Institute, P.O. Box 907, Franklin, WV 26807 USA. Tel.: 1-304-
358-2401, Fax: 1-304-358-2400, E-mail: mfmod@mtnforum.org Web: 
http://www.mtnforum.org  
Mountain Protected Areas Network  
Contact: Lawrence Hamilton, Islands and Highlands Environmental Consultancy, 342 
Bittersweet Lane, Charlotte, Vermont 05445 USA. Tel/fax: 1-802-425-6509. 
FAO Mountain Programme and FAO Inter-agency Task Force on Agenda 21, Chapter 
13  
Contact: FAO Mountain Programme, Forestry Resources Division, FAO Via delle 
Terme di Caracalla 00100 Rome Italy Tel.: (396) 57055978, Fax: 57055978, E-mail: 
mountains@fao.org , Web: 
http://www.fao.org/waicent/faoinfo/forestry/Mountain/MNTPAG3.HTM  
International Mountain Society and Mountain Research and Development Journal  
Contact: Jack D. Ives, Department of Geography, Carleton University, 1125 Colonel 
By Drive, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. Fax: (613) 520-4301 E-mail: 
jackives@pigeon.carleton.ca  
The Banff Centre for Mountain Culture  
Contact: Banff CMC, Box 1020, Station 38, 107 Tunnel Mountain Drive, Banff, 
Alberta T0L 0C0, Canada. Tel: (403) 762-6369, Fax: (403) 762-6277, E-mail: 
CMC@BanffCentre.AB.CA, Web: http://www.banffcentre.ab.ca/CMC/index.html  
World Mountaineering and Climbing Federation (UIAA)  
Contact: UIAA, Monbijoustrasse 61, CH-3007 Bern, Switzerland. Tel: 41 31 370 18 
28, Fax: 41 31 370 18 38, E-mail: 100645.3042@compuserve.com, Web: 
http://www.worldsport.com/worldsport/sports/mountaineering/home.html  
International Geographical Union, Commission on Mountain Geoecology and 
Sustainable Development 
Contact: Matthias Winiger, Geographical Institute, University of Bonn, 
Meckenheimer Allee 166, 53115 Bonn, Germany. Tel: 49-228-73 7239, Fax: 49-228-
73 7506, E-mail: winiger@klima.giub.uni-bonn.de , Web: 
http://www.helsinki.fi/science/igu/html/commissions_list_15.html 
Mountain Calendar 
Events That Have Taken Place Since March 1998 
The below listed events that have taken place that were not included in previous 
MF bulletins. For a complete listing of past events, please see the past editions of 
the MF bulletin, or visit the Mountain Forum Calendar online. If you would like 
more information about any of these events, please contact the Mountain Forum 
Moderator at The Mountain Institute, P. O. Box 907, Franklin, WV 26807, USA, E-
mail: mfmod@mtnforum.org Descriptions of calendar events are archived on the 
Mountain Forum website at:  
http://www.mtnforum.org/calendar/calendar.htm 
April 15-18, 1998 International Consultation on Sacred Mountains of the World, 
Spruce Knob, WV, Contact: Rex Linville, Program Officer, The Mountain Institute, 
Main and Dogwood Streets, P.O. Box 907, Franklin, WV 26807, Ph: (304) 358-2401, 
Fax: (304) 358-2400. 
Website: http:\\www.mountain.org 
May 10 to 14, 1998 Workshop on Community-Based Natural Resource Management, 
Washington, D.C., Contact: Christopher D. Gerrard, World Bank/EDI Room G 5-141, 
1818 H Street N.W., Washington, D.C., 20433 U.S.A., Fax: (202) 676-0977.  
E-mail: cgerrard1@worldbank.org 
May 25-30, 1998 Intl Workshop: Lichens as Indicators--Eastern Carpathians, 
Kostrino, Ukraine, Contact: Dr. Sergey Ya. Kondratyuk, c/o Vasil KOPACH, Director, 
Regional Landscape Park"Stuzhytzia", Shevchenko St.54, Velyky Berezny, 295 050 
Zakarpatska oblast, Ukraine, Tel/Fax + 380 3135 21 037. 
July 3, 1998 Landwirtschaft und Umwelt im Berggebiet (Mountain agriculture and 
the environment), Wein, Germany, Contact: Thomas Dax, Bundesanstalt für 
Bergbauernfragen, Moellwaldplatz 5A-1040 Wien Austria, tel +431/504 88 69 0, fax 
+431/504 88 69 39. 
E-mail: thomas.dax@babf.bmlf.gv.at 
July 5 - 7, 1998 Parlamento del Pueblo Aymara, Convocatoria - Defensa del Agua, la 
Ecologia y el Medio Ambiente de la Cuenca Andina, Taipiqala Tripartito, Peru, 
Casilla de correo 8958 La Paz – Bolivia, Fono 591 02 814679. 
E-mail: arsuri@coaba.entelnet.bo  
July 19-25, 1998 VII International Congress Of Ecology, Florence, Italy, Contact: 
Almo Farina - Vice-President INTECOL, Secretariat, VII International Congress of 
Ecology, Lunigiana Museum of Natural History, Fortezza della Brunella, 54011 
Aulla, Italy, fax: +39-187-420727. 
E-mail: afarina@tamnet.it 
Website: http://www.tamnet.it/intecol.98 
August 16-20, 1998 An International Conference on the Inventory and Monitoring of 
Forested Ecosystems, Boise, Idaho, USA, Contact: Mark Hansen, USDA Forest 
Service, North Central Forest Experiment Station, 1992 Folwell Avenue, St. Paul, 
MN 55108, FAX (612) 649-5285. 
E-mail: hanse034@maroon.tc.umn.edu 
August 31st - September 4th 1998, Alpenforum98, Garmisch-Partenkirchen, 
Germany, Contact: Alpenforschungsinstitut gemn. GmbH (AFI), 
Kreuzeckbahnstra%DFe 19, D - 82467 Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Tel: +49 (0) 8821 / 
183- 300, Fax: ++49 (0) 8821 / 183 – 310. E-mail: alpenforum98@alpenforschung.de 
Website: http://alpenforum98.org and http://alpenforschung.de  
September 2-5, 1998 '98 International Symposium On Resources Development & 
Protection Of Mountainous Areas, Shijiazhuang, Hebei, P.R.China, Contact: Ms: 
Guan Xiaodong and Ms. Zhang Yuansheng, Chinese Society of Agricultural 
Engineering(CSAE), 16 Dong San Huan Bei Lu, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100026, 
P.R.China, Tel: (0086 10) 64192989, Fax:(0086 10) 65002448 CSAE. 
E-mail: hqcsae@agri.gov.cn 
Setembro 11-12, 1998 Segunda Jornada Latino Americana de Sensoriamento 
Remoto por Radar , Sao Paulo, Brasil, Contact: Dr. Corina da Costa Freitas Yanasse, 
Av. dos Astronautas 1758, 12227-010 Sao Jose dos Campos, SP, Brasil, Tel.: +5512 
325.6475, Fax: +5512 325.6468. E-mail: corina@dpi.inpe.br 
Website: http://www.di.ufpe.br/~compint/web_gci/radar 
September 24-26, 1998 2nd International Workshop on "A European Project for 
Mountain Forest, Trento, Italy, Contact: fax ++33.4.79 28 40 58. 
E-mail: oefm@alpes-net.fr 
Upcoming Events 
Please let us know of any upcoming events so we can include them on the 
Mountain Calendar (on the Mountain Forum web page and in future MF Bulletins.  
September 20 to December 12, 1998 Course on Local Level Management of Trees 
and Forests for Sustainable Land Use, International Agricultural Centre, the 
Netherlands, Contact: International Agriculture Center, P.O. Box 88, 6700 AB 
Wageningen - the Netherlands, Fax 31-317-418552. 
October 1-2, 1998 Second International Conference on Protected Areas (for the 
European Alps), Autonomous Region of Val d'Aoste, Italy, Contact: Guido 
Plassmann, Fax 0033/(0)4 76 63 58 77. 
E-mail: pguido@iga.ujf-grenoble.fr 
Oct 1, 1998-Jan 15, 1999 The Integrated Watershed Management Course (Cd-
Rom/Internet), Contact: Website: http:www.ire.ubc.ca (CD-ROM course) 
October 4-7, 1998 Mountain Meet '98: International Symposium on Environmental 
Management in Mountainous Regions, Rishikesh, Dehradun, India, Contact: Dr 
Aravind Kumar, Organising Secretary, TEL 0135 430495. 
October 5-9, 1998 International Conference on Snow Hydrology: The Integration of 
Physical, Chemical, and Biological Systems, Brownsville, VERMONT, U.S.A. Contact: 
M. Albert, USA CRREL, 72 Lyme Road, Hanover, NH 03755, USA, Tel: + 1-603-646-
4422, Fax: + 1-603-646-4397,  
E-mail: malbert@crrel.usace.army.mil 
October 6-9, 1998 European Forestry Commission, Working Party on the 
Management of Mountain Watersheds, Twenty-first Session, Marienbad Czech 
Republic. Contact: Elizabeth Byers and Jason Espie, Mountain Forum Moderators, 
Mountain Forum Global Information Server Node, The Mountain Institute,  
E-mail: mfmod@mtnforum.org 
October 12-17, 1998 Forest ecosystem and land use in the mountainous areas, 
Seoul, Korea, Contact: Dr. Don Koo Lee, Department of Forest Resources, College 
of Agriculture and Life Sciences, Seoul National University, 103 Seodoon-Dong, 
Suwon 441-774, Korea (S), TEL : 82-331-290-2327, Fax +82-331-293-1797. E-mail: 
leedk@plaza.snu.ac.kr 
Website: http://plaza.snu.ac.kr/~leedk/ 
October 19 - 22, 1998 International Conference on Tropical Forests and Climate 
Change, Manila, Philippines, Contact: The Secretariat, International Conference on 
Tropical Forests and Climate Change, Environmental Forestry Program, UPLB 
College of Forestry, 4031 College, Laguna, the Philippines, Phone: (63 - 49) 536 – 
2342, or (63 - 49) 536 – 3996, or (63 - 49) 536 – 5305, Fax: (63 - 49) 536 – 2341, or 
(63 - 49) 536 – 3206, or (63 - 49) 536 – 5314.  
E-mail: rdl@mudspring.uplb.edu.ph, -or- elcf@mudspring.uplb.edu.ph, -or- 
rvoc@mudspring.uplb.edu.ph. 
October 19-23, 1998 IUFRO Division 8 Conference on Environmental Forest Science, 
Kyoto, Japan, Contact: Fax +81-774-384300, +81-774-325597. Email: iufro8-
sec@bio.mie-u.ac.jp, -or- L-NEWS@landslide.dpri.kyoto-u.ac.jp  
Website http://www.bio.mie-u.ac.jp/iufro/iufronet/d8/wu80000/alldiv8.htm, -or- 
http://www.bio.mie-u.ac.jp/iufro8/conf98.html, -or- 
http://iufro.boku.ac.at/iufro/iufronet/d8/wu80000/alldiv8.htm 
October 22-23, 1998 Natural Resources Management Consultation, Tentative 
Program, Washington DC, USA, Contact: Ranil Senanayake, member, CGIAR NGOC 
E-mail: 100323.3435@compuserve.com 
October 27-28, 1998 Workshop: Governance and Economic Transformation of 
Uttaranchal/Uttarakhand, Dehradun, Contact: Mr. Manoj Bhatt, Executive 
Coordinator RACHNA, U.P. 248 006 India, Tel + fax: (91 735) 723216. 
E-mail: ubcentre@del2.vsnl.net.in 
November, 1998 International Conference on the Science of Managing Forests to 
Sustain Water Resources, Worcester, Massachusetts, USA, Contact: Robert T. 
Brooks or Jim Taylor, Fax 413/545-1860 or 617/727-8301. 
E-mail: rbrooks@forwild.umass.edu, -or- jim.taylor@state.ma.us  
December 10-17, 1998 III International Symposium Sustainable Mountain 
Development Understanding Interfaces of Andean Cultural Landscapes for 
Management, LIGM-CEPEIGE Geographic Center, Quito, Ecuador, Contact: Fausto O. 
Sarmiento, Ph.D., AMA President Elect, UGA-CLACS Program Coordinator, Center 
Latin American & Caribbean Studies. 
Website: http://www.uga.edu/clacs/Conferences.html 
March 28, 1999 International Mountain Logging and 10th Pacific Northwest Skyline 
Symposium, Corvallis, Oregon U.S.A. - "New Technologies for Harvesting Systems, 
People, and the Environment in Mountainous Terrain" Contact: Conference 
Coordinator, Peavy Hall 202, Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon 97331-5706 
U.S.A., Fax: 541-737-2668 Phone: 541-737-2329. 
E-mail: duncanp@ccmail.orst.edu 
September 6-10, 1999 Structure of Mountain Forests - Assessment, Impacts, 
Management, Modelling, Davos, Switzerland, Contact: Walter Schoenenberger, 
Section Mountain Forests, Swiss Federal Institute for Forest, Snow and Landscape 
Research (WSL). E-mail: walter.schoenenberger@wsl.ch 
Website: http://www.wsl.ch/hazards/rotten/gwbE.html 
July 2000 Third Millennium Festival in Mt Blanc, Passy, Chamonix valley, France, 
Contact: Joel Jenin. E-mail: jjenin@hol.fr 
June 26-30, 2000 8th International Symposium on Landslides, Cardiff, UK, Contact: 
Professor Eddie Bromhead, Professor of Geotechnical Engineering, School of Civil 
Engineering, Kingston University, UK. E-mail: e.bromhead@kingston.ac.uk 
Website: http://www.king.ac.uk/~ce_s011/isl8-001.htm 
Invite a colleague to join the Mountain Forum! 
Please help us reach more people interested in equitable and ecologically 
sustainable mountain development. Membership in the Mountain Forum is free of 
charge, and is completely open. You do not need e-mail to be a member, nor do 
you have to be a member to participate in the e-mail discussion lists. Members 
receive the printed bulletins and membership directories. You can submit your 
registration form and survey to one of the regional contacts, or you can register on-
line via our World Wide Web site at: http://www.mtnforum.org. Please invite any 
interested colleague to contact any of the Mountain Forum's coordinators listed on 
page 2 to register.  
Tell us about your work! 
Please help the Mountain Forum to make information widely available to the 
mountain community. Send us any mountain related case studies, references, 
documents, and publications lists. Let us know which information sources have 
been most useful to you in your work or research. Tell us about upcoming events, 
or share an anecdote about sustainable mountain development or mountain 
conservation. We would also like to begin building a visual database of good 
mountain photos, for sharing with other members and for use in 
presentation/reports. If you can send your information by e-mail or on diskette, we 
can get it quickly into the network. We also welcome paper contributions, and we 
will do our best to summarize or scan them.  
 
 
